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mostly say, "Hooray for our side" . ...

Eo UEHLING, RECENTLY
reminded an audience on this campus that language is precious, and that language is seldom
abused more than in times of war. So it has
come to be, once again. Interests conflict with
reality. But the abusers of the language are not
only, and perhaps not even primarily, those who
wage the war.
One effect of 9-11 has been the trivialization
of patriotism. Now everyone wants to be considered patriotic and expects a declaration of such to
suffice. Those opposed to the war remind us, quite
rightly, that opposition to war can be patriotic, that
American opposition to this war with Iraq is, in
fact, patriotic, though they seldom explain exactly
what that patriotism amounts to. Opposition to a
nation's policies can be patriotic, I think, but not
just because one says so.
Take the current patriotic "I support the
troops, but not the war" line, the assumption being
that it would be unpatriotic not to support the
troops; they are our kids, after all. What does it
mean to support the troops but not the war? In
reality it seems to amount to little more than the
sentiment "I bear no grudge against those young
folks over in Iraq obeying orders; my beef is with
those s.o.b.'s in Washington who sent them there.''
This is a cheap and too easy sentiment. Most think
those native Germans in the 1940's who felt "We
support the Gestapo, but not Hitler and his officers who give orders to the Gestapo," were wrong
to support the Gestapo. "I was only obeying
orders," is no excuse. If the war with Iraq is wrong,
then not only those who have caused the war and
those who have ordered the war have done wrong,
those who execute the war are engaged in wrongdoing, even though we may love them and wish
they were safely home on native soil.
Things would be somewhat different, of
course, if our troops were conscripts, as was the
case for much of the Vietnam War. One might
plausibly argue that the culpability of conscripts is
diminished by their conscription. That is irrelevant

M Y COLLEAGUE,

in the current situation, our forces having, in
some sense, volunteered their service. You cannot
enlist in the military without knowing that you
may be called to battle. The fact that one might
prefer to be elsewhere doing something else is of
no moral import.
Perhaps, then, "I support the troops, but not
the war," is but the parental or familial promise
to love one's child or sibling even if they lie,
cheat, or steal, even if they kill. Fair enough, but
such a sentiment has little to do with patriotism
and is more than a little self-indulgent in the current context. Reminders of such steadfast love are
most appropriate before and after the wrongdoing. The time at which the wrong is being done
is the time for tough-love.

THERE REMAINS THE POSSIBILITY, HOWEVER

unlikely, that the slogan is meant to capture a complex application of traditional just war criteria.
Some might think that this war, in its failure to satisfy the traditional criteria for going to war, ius ad
bellum criteria, is not morally justified but, nevertheless, we are prosecuting this war in a morally
justifiable manner, never treating civilians as combatants and observing rules of proportionality.
Thus, perhaps, "I support the troops, who are
fighting justly, in a war I don't think is morally justified." This is not an unintelligible position,
improbable though it is that many hold it.
"I support the troops, but not the war"words that comfort one and that, perhaps, shield
one from criticism. "Yes, I oppose this war, but
don't you dare criticize me because I support our
troops." Self-protective words. Words that mean
very little.
Despite my own reservations about the moral
justification of this war, (see the Lent 2003 issue) I
find myself more at ease these days around those
who, reluctantly, support the Bush administration
than those who, like me, disagree with the administration's current military policy in Iraq. Those

whose vocation is a loving, careful, and precise use
of language ought to do better than the curt dismissal of the President as a moron. Those whose
calling is the pursuit of truth ought to be leading
the resistance to the sound-bite sloganeering that
works only on placards. If discretion is no longer a
virtue for journalists, it remains one for academics.
A careful, judicious, and precise moral analysis
of a policy (and of policy-makers) need not paralyze our tongues. There are evil people who support this war and there are evil and unjust appeals
that can be made in support of the war. But the
same is true of the opposition. There are good and
intelligent people who, even aware of the huge cost
in human suffering, support military action against
Iraq, among them Nobel Peace Prize Winner Elie

Wiesel and Michael lgnatieff, director of the Carr
Center for Human Rights at Harvard University.
There are good and intelligent people who, even
aware of the very great risks of our failing now to
act, counsel against war.
The irony, of course, is that those whose voices
are most relevant to our moral discernment about
this war are silent. They have been silenced by
gassing. They have been silenced by the thunderous
footsteps of the Baath party in their streets. They
are silenced, now, by the smart bombs bursting
around them, bombs that, in promising to deliver,
may destroy. May God hear the cries that we
cannot hear.

FOR VINCENT, WHO LIKED STARS
The town seems deserted. No one is out
and the animals are bedded down.
Even the church is dark. But the sky
hums with life. Stars spin,
reckless as the first sparks
of creation, while the moon smolders,
tangled in a cloud. One by one
the villagers light candles,
oil lamps, whatever's at hand, and flood
their windows with gold. They gather
around kitchen tables,
everyone talking at once, to share
omelets laced with fresh herbs
or bowls of thick lamb stew,
crusty bread, crunchy-sweet apples
and last year's wine. Someone laughs.
A cow stirs. A mother nurses
her child. And everywhere is light.
Everywhere, wondrous light.

Suzanne Thurman
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humanizing globalization:
nobility and civility in the confucian tradition
William Theodore deBary

l : E NATURE OF TRUE LEADERSHIP; ITS

relation to learning, virtue, and education in
human governance; the role in society of what
today is often called the public intellectual-these
have been questions for humankind in some form
since the dawn of history and civilization. In one
voice or another the prophet, the epic poet (once
characterized by Mark Van Doren as "The Noble
Voice") and the early philosophers, have spoken to
this, as do the foundation myths of the classical traditions. What are the personal qualities that enable
those in power-whether that power is inherited,
seized by force, or perhaps won by some kind of
election-to claim authority over others, or to gain
their compliance with the ways of civilized life, free
from violence, coercion, or deception?
Here we recognize the issue most broadly as
one of civility, even if not in the form modern
scholars have written about as "civil society." The
latter concept does have relevance to how organized life can be sustained in the face of the
unprecedented violence that dominates so much of
contemporary life. To cope with institutionalized
violence and sophisticated technologies does
indeed require systemic solutions; they cannot be
controlled simply by the charismatic force of noble
individuals alone. But in early times the example
of the truly noble leader was recognized as crucial
to the restraint and containment of violence,
insofar as that example spoke to the conscience of
all, not just to the ruling elite.
If I use the word "conscience" here, regardless
of how human consciousnesses may have differed
from age to age and place to place, it is because in
the midst of cultural differences, these concerns are
recognized also as constants in human life, and in
some sense shared-as indeed common "human"
concerns. Confucius spoke of this self-awareness
as a sense of shame or as its corollary, a sense of
self-respect, to which the ruler, if truly a leader,

must appeal if he is not to rely on coercive means
that eventually undo themselves.
For Confucius this concept of true nobility and
genuine leadership was a high calling. He did not
underestimate the demands it laid on the educated
person or man of learning who also bore the
burden of leadership in society. In the Analects of
Confucius, the class of well-bred aristocrats known
as shi in ancient China, somewhat like the
"knights" of the medieval West, are called by Confucius to put on the shining armor of moral virtue
and public learning. It is said: "The scholar must
be stout-hearted and enduring, for his burden is
heavy and his Way is long. Humaneness is the
burden he takes upon himself. Is it not heavy? Only
in death does his Way come to an end. Is it not
long?" (Analects 8:7).
If today the concept of the public intellectual
is upheld in contradistinction to the academician
isolated in an ivory tower, we may draw some lessons, and possibly some inspiration, from the Asian
ideals that survive, not as abstract ivory-tower
ideals, but as having endured something of the
long, conflicted struggle Confucius foresaw for the
scholar "stout of heart" and "enduring" in the Way.
Although one may well question whether such
ideals can be taken as universals or eternal verities,
fixed forever in meaning, one may still recognize
the cases cited here as inspired attempts to grapple
with perennial issues or persistent human
dilemmas, worthy of our consideration even now
in their very conflicted contexts. The "globalization" much talked about today is a case in point.
Most often it refers to the persistent trend toward
the unification of the world economy and the
homogenization of culture in response to a
spreading technology. But the universalization of
values and standards of culture has been a feature
of expanding civilizations since the dawn of history, and the problems attendant upon it (as well as

the response to these), offer a perspective on the
dilemmas of our own era.
If "modernization" is not simply to mean the
extension to other peoples, in an unquestioned and
uncritical way, of current trends in the West, then
the "globalization" of knowledge must take into
account the values and experiences of other major
civilizations. Today, unfortunately, these values are
poorly understood even in their original setting or
homelands, because of the long disruption of
native traditions and the radical reorientation of
the educated leadership to other immediate goals
or European ideologies.

expect that the globalizing process may well be
degrading, dehumanizing, and destructive of the
earth, beyond anything seen in the past.
consensual elements of a civilized order
When a leading Japanese proponent of liberal
democracy, Yoshino Sakuz, discussed the prospect
for constitutional government in Japan in 1916, he
prefaced his analysis of constitutional structures by
pointing to the difference between formal enactments and the political culture needed to sustain them:

Whether or not constitutional government will
work well is partly a matter of structure and
procedures, but it is also a question of the genGENERALLY SUCH CLASSIC VALUES HAVE BEEN
erallevel of the peoples' knowledge and virtue.
known in modern times, if at all, through the
... The fundamental prerequisite for perfecting constitutional government ... is the culrevered classics and scriptures of major traditions,
but their relevance and adapttivation of knowledge and
among the generality
ability to modern circumvirtue
wfraditional values need to be
of the people . . . . It is
stances remains unclear if
understood as historically
these values are conceived
extremely important not to
evolving, and in that process rely on politicians alone,
simply in the abstract,
without any understanding of as marked by much ambiguity
but to make use of the
and contestation-contesta- cooperative efforts of eduthe difficulties experienced
historically in applying or
tion that has arisen especially cators, religious leaders,
and thinkers in all areas of
practicing them. In other
in multicultural encounters,
words traditional values need
society.
wherein ideals are almost
to be understood as historiThe United States and
always
compromised
by
Mexico illustrate how two
cally evolving, and in that
messy human complications." countries with equally wellprocess as marked by much
ambiguity and contestationdeveloped forms of consticontestation that has arisen especially in multicultutional government may be at opposite ends
tural encounters, wherein ideals are almost always
of the scale in its operation as a result of the
compromised by messy human complications.
different levels of knowledge and virtue
This talk, which ranges over several historical
allowed by their peoples.
eras, can only be suggestive of how evolving conYoshino comments at a time in early twentieth
cepts of leadership ("nobility") and public morality
("civility") in the Confucian tradition may concentury Japan when civic-mindedness on the part
of the people as a whole, and not just virtue
tribute to the humanizing of the current globalizaascribed to the leadership elite, had become an
tion process. It does not propose exact prescriptions for present problems, but may serve the purissue as political democracy was advanced to
replace an earlier more aristocratic and authoripose of general education in the face of the modern
tarian political order. Here he maintains that an
rush to find technical solutions, ready at hand but
informed public and their level of political morality
often oversimplified, to our current dilemmas.
Without an awareness of people's past experience
is even more crucial to the outcome than formal
in the implementation of their own ideal values, it
structures. But if Yoshino calls upon "educators,
religious leaders and thinkers" to aid in this process
will be difficult to see how anyone could be
of raising the level of the peoples' informed particexpected to recognize and cope with similar problems in the present. And unless some such awareipation, we can understand that the "knowledge
and virtue" he talks about will necessarily involve a
ness becomes part of the education of all, one can
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mix of received values and new ideas appropriate
to a modernizing situation.
In the Japanese case the received values could be
summed up in terms of the basic Confucian ethic popularized in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as
well as the vestiges of a medieval samurai ethic that
had come to be identified as Bushid. It had been the
claim of the Tokugawa shogunate that it brought the
civil and military virtues together in one stable order
after centuries of medieval feudal warfare. Indeed
some ideologues of the Meiji era had propagated the
idea that the new citizenry should combine the
samurai ethic with learning from the West, incorporating something of the ideal values of the old aristocracy in the ethos of a general public now assuming
some share in the responsibilities of governance.
Indeed, at the time he wrote, Yoshino's concern about the prevalence of attitudes prejudicial
to the workings of civil, constitutional government
might well have referred to the bushid mentality
and forms of extremist militarism that were openly
opposed to the rule of political parties, and in the
thirties militarists did indeed attempt violent coups
against party governments. Yet it is an indication of
Yoshino's worries about preserving the integrity of
parliamentary processes that instead he focused on
the baneful influence of the new plutocracy-the
corruption of money-rather than misguided
samurai idealism.

OF

THE TRADITIONAL IDEALS THAT YOSHINO

might have identified with "knowledge and virtue"
certainly Confucianism is the most likely source of
a civility combining intellectual and moral virtues.
Well-known to Meiji period readers of the NeoConfucian Four Books, from the Emperor Meiji
himself down to newly educated commoners, were
passages in the Analects such as these:
Analects 2:3 Lead them by means of regula-

tions and keep order among them by punishments, and the people will evade them and lack
any sense of shame. Lead them through virtue
and the rites, and they will have a sense of
shame and thus correct themselves.
Here Confucius is addressing members of a
vestigial ruling aristocracy and emphasizes the
importance of consensual rule that depends on an
appeal to people's self-respect and voluntary com-

pliance with the law. "Virtue and the rites" sum up
a moral culture that is conducive to governance
based on voluntary compliance-a civility supportive of civilized rule. It implies, however, a concordance between the values of the leadership
class-here represented by the "Noble Person"
(junzi) whose moral stature and wisdom give real
meaning and value to the junzi as a member of the
hereditary aristocracy, at a time when the latter class
was giving way to a more meritocratic bureaucracy.

A

NOTHER PASSAGE IN THE ANALECTS UNDER-

scores this consensual element based on shared
moral values:
Analects 12:7 Zigong asked about government.

The Master said: "Sufficient food, sufficient arms,
and the confidence of the people." Zigong said,
"If one, unavoidably, had to dispense with one of
these three, which of them should go first?" The
Master said, "The arms." Zigong, "If one had to
do without another, then what?" The Master said,
"Do without the food. Since ancient times there
has always been death, but without confidence a
people cannot stand."
The Chinese word xin, translated here as "confidence," can also be understood as "trust." In
either case, a fiduciary concept of governance, and
a reliance on the civil arts (wen), rather than the
military (wu) is indicated. A common value system
is assumed between the leader and the led, but
without necessarily equating the two roles. The
leadership role is one that requires an education,
training and culture, "breeding," that can be
respected by the people but emulated only to a certain degree by those less culturally advantaged.
As a class the leadership elite were spoken of
in Confucius' time as shi, who combined both military and civil functions . Much later this was
equated with the samurai, and one can recognize
some rough analogue here between Confucius'
time and Yoshino's in the shi's transition from a
military to a more civil function. But Yoshino is
talking about a new citizenship while Confucius is
not. The latter's ideal of the Noble Person may be
an inspiration to the common man but it was not
to be expected that the "people" would participate
like citizens in the business of governance. Indeed
the demands on the leadership class were height-

ened precisely because they bore responsibility for
the welfare of a people often unable to help themselves and dependent rather on an informed, disciplined, self-controlled leadership. Hence the
Analects speaks of the heavy responsibility of the
shi, understood as members of a leadership elite
bearing a heavy burden of public service.

1·

ITS MOST GENERAL SENSE THE BURDEN OF HUMANE

service to society might be taken up by anyone; to this
extent it may be seen as a universal value, and something of the kind was certainly understood by later
generations of educated Confucians-Chinese,
Koreans and Japanese-down through the ages. Yet
learning and education, which Confucius and his successors, like Mencius and Xunzi, saw as essential to
the fulfillme,nt of the leadership responsibility, was
not available to all. In fact, in many times and places it
was a distinct privilege of the leisured classes, which is
why the Confucians insisted so on the responsibilities
toward the disadvantaged and uneducated that
always attached to this privilege of the elite-noblesse
oblige, as it would be called in the West.
If this condition attaches to the wider extension
of learning to commoners ("knowledge and virtue"
as Yoshino would want to see it in his new citizens),
another reservation attaches to the second component in Confucius' characterization of "Virtue and
the Rites" as the consensual elements of a civilized
order. This traditional social ritual, proper to the
shi class, was a vestige of the refined culture (wen)
Confucius identified with the leadership elite.
It gave defined form to the moral values that
so bordered on the spiritual order as to be indefinable, immeasurable qualities unless specified in
some customary form, certified by past experience.
But what was within the reach of the elite, with
their aristocratic traditions, was often not accessible to or practicable for commoners. This left a
question as to how much observance of the rites
could be counted on in society as a whole. Some
forms of "civility" would certainly be practiced
widely on the base, local level of social intercourse,
but how relevant these social norms would be to
any political process is another matter.
The two levels on which civil morality and the
public interest might be understood in classical
Confucianism are indicated in the text of Mencius.
On the one hand he, like others of his time, recognized the need for a distinct, educated leadership
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class, freed of manual labor so it could attend to
the business of government. On the other hand, the
qualifications of this class were identified by Mencius in terms of the "ranks of man" and the "ranks
of Heaven." "The ranks of duke, minister, or high
official are the nobility of man." "Humaneness,
rightness, loyalty and trustworthiness are the
nobility of Heaven." (Mencius 6A: 16)
Ideally those holding the ranks of man (the
leadership elite) would also exemplify the nobility
of Heaven, but ideally, too, the nobility of Heaven
was represented by moral values that any man
could emulate.
This convergence of the two sets of values is
also indicated in Mencius' ideal of the local community as modeled by the well-field system. Here
fields were to be divided equally among families
working the land (spoken of as representing the
"private interest"), while they shared in the
working of the "public" (gong) land to support the
governing authority. The word gong here is the
same as that for "duke" in the "ranks of man"; thus
this concept of social or political authority (rank)
converged with a concept of the public good, and
there was to be no discontinuity between the true
nobility of the leader and the values of civil
morality incumbent on all. Yet as a practical matter
the question remained as to how well or in what
way either the leadership or the led could measure
up to these standards.

1

CLASSICAL CONFUCIANISM THE MORAL GROUND

on which both the leadership and the people stood
was supposed to be the family virtues shared by all
orders of society-rulers and subjects alike. This is
exemplified in the founding myth of a civilized
order established by the sage-king Yao, whose civil
virtues contrast with the martial prowess of most
dynastic founders.
Examining into antiquity, we find that the
Emperor Yao was called Fangxun. He was reverent, intelligent, accomplished, sincere, and
mild. He was sincerely respectful and capable
of modesty. His light covered the four extremities of the empire and extended to Heaven
above and the Earth below. He was able to
make bright his great virtue and bring affection
to the nine branches of the family. When the
nine branches of the family had become har-

monious, he distinguished and honored the
hundred clans. When the hundred clans had
become illustrious, he harmonized the myriad
states. The numerous people were amply nourished and prosperous and became harmonious.

H RE

strations of his ministers. In this case, however, all
levels of society, down to the very lowest, are seen
as participating in the process of admonition. Particularly striking is the inclusion of artisans, blind
musicians, merchants, and commoners in this picture of a participatory process that does not restrict
the counseling function only to the elite.

Duke Xiang, 14th year (550 BCE)
THE CIVIL VIRTUES AND FAMILY VALUES are
Shi Kuang was attending the ruler of Jin. The
one, as the gentle charisma of the pater-familias
latter said, "The people of Wei have driven out
radiates out to concentric circles of kinship so that
their ruler-what a terrible thing!"
all humankind are united as one in the bonds of
Shi Kuang replied, "Perhaps it was the
family affection. It is a picture that is no less true of
ruler himself who did terrible things. When a
the founding myth in the Indian epic Ramayana,
good ruler goes about rewarding good and
where the ideal king is also the loving father of his
punishing excess, he nourpeople, and the bonds of
ishes his people as if they
family relationship-filiality
All levels of society, down to were his children, shelters
and brotherliness espethe very lowest, are seen as
them like Heaven, accomcially-provide the basis of a
modates
them like the earth.
"constitutional"
dynastic
participating in the process of
And when the people serve
order and political due
admonition. Particularly
their ruler, they love him as
process.
striking is the inclusion of
they do their parents, look
What is striking about
artisans,
blind
musicians,
up to him like the sun and
the Confucian case is that
moon, revere him like the
within the scope of the Con- merchants, and commoners in
fucian classics we find a
this picture of a participatory all-seeing spirits, fear him
chronicle that goes one step
process that does not restrict like thunder. How could
beyond this conception of an
the counseling function only they drive him out?
"The ruler is host to
ideal society constituted on
to
the
elite.
the spirits and the hope of
the nobility of family-style
the people. But if he
leadership to something like
exhausts the people's livelihood, deprives the
a civil society expressed in the Confucian (and
spirits, skimps in the sacrifices to them, and
more particularly Mencian) conception of the
betrays the hopes of the populace, then he
"noble person (junzi)" as the loyal minister whose
ceases to be the host of the nation's altars of
prime virtue consists in his honest, forthright corthe soil and grain, and what use is he? What
rection of the ruler. As this virtue and function is
rendered in the Confucian Chronicle of Mr. Zuo, a
can one do but expel him?
"Heaven gave birth to the people and set
civil process, still predicated on the family ideal,
up rulers to superintend and shepherd them
goes on to involve all classes and levels of society
and see to it that they do not lose their true
in the function of mutual remonstrations and refnature as human beings. And because there are
ormation. In the Chronicle's account for the fourth
year of the reign of Duke Xiang (559 BCE), Duke
rulers, it provided helpers for them who would
teach and protect them and see that they do not
Dao of Jin discusses with Shi Kuang, or Music
overstep the bounds. Hence the Son of Heaven
Master Kuang, the forced abdication of Duke Xian,
ruler of the neighboring state of Wei. Duke Xian
has his chief officers, the feudal lords have their
ministers, the ministers set up their collateral
had been driven out of his domain in 550 BCE as a
result of his own misrule. Shi Kuang uses the
houses, gentlemen have their friends and companions, and the commoners, artisans, meropportunity to speak of the love and concern of
chants, lackeys, shepherds, and grooms all have
Heaven for the common people and to underscore
the responsibility of a ruler to devote himself to
their relatives and close associates who help
their well-being and, especially, to heed the remanand assist them. If one does good they praise him,

if he errs they correct him, if he is in distress they
rescue him, if he is lost they restore him.
"Thus from the sovereign on down, each
has his father or elder brother, his son or
younger brother to assist and scrutinize his
ways of management. The historians compile
their documents, the blind musicians compose
poems, the musicians chant admonitions and
remonstrances, the high officials deliver words
of correction, the gentlemen pass along
remarks, the commoners criticize, the merchants

in open political criticism and dissent in the late
Zhou period. Here the Confucians appear to be
not only the elite custodians of a traditional ideal
invoked to expose and condemn existing practices,
but a group having the kind of rapport with the
people at large that enables them to speak for the
public and stir up trouble. In a memorial from the
prime minister, Li Si, to the founder of the dynasty,
Li urges him to suppress the classic writings of
Confucian critics who arouse popular dissent and
disaffection. Li Si says:

voice their opinions in the market, and the hundred artisans contribute through their skills.
"Hence the ' Document of Xia' says: 'The
herald with his wooden-clappered bell goes
about the roads saying, "Let the officials and
teachers correct the ruler, let
the artisans pursue their skills
and thereby offer remonstrance.'" In the first month,
the beginning month of spring,
this was done so that people
might remonstrate

against

departures from the norm.
"Heaven's love for the
people is very great. Would it
then allow one man to preside
over them in an arrogant and
willful manner, indulging his

it would not!"

HAT THE CHRONICLE PORTRAYS HERE IS NOT AN

egalitarian or democratic society but one, nevertheless,
in which all elements of a society partake in the function
of speaking for Heaven as the over-arching guardian
and guarantor of the public sphere, the "sacred canopy"
which the Confucians invoked by the saying: "Heaven
does not speak; it speaks as my people speak."
Confucian texts often cite historical incidents as a
pretext for the projection of ideal models, and the
latter as the basis for a critique of the existing
order; thus the Chronicle traditionally has been
understood to report actual events that illustrate
moral principles. There may be some plausibility
then to the charge, alleged in a later historical
account of the founding of the first Imperial
dynasty, the Qin (Ch'in), that Confucians engaged
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fell into disorder, and no one was capable of
unifying it. Thereupon the various feudal lords
rose to power. In their discourses they all
praised the past in order to dis-

All elements ofa society partake in the function of
speaking for Heaven as the
over-arching guardian and
guarantor of the public
sphere, the 'sacred canopy'
which the Confucians
invoked by the saying:
'Heaven does not speak; it
speaks as my people speak'

excesses and casting aside the
nature Heaven and Earth allotted them? Surely

W

In earlier times the empire disintegrated and

parage the present and embellished empty words to confuse
the truth. Everyone cherished
his own favorite school of
learning and criticized what
had been instituted by the
authorities. But at present Your
Majesty possesses a unified
empire, has regulated the distinctions of black and white,
and has firmly established for
yourself a position of sole
supremacy. And yet these inde-

pendent schools, joining with each other, criticize the codes of laws and instructions. Hearing
of the promulgation of a decree, they criticize
it, each from the standpoint of his own school.
At home they disapprove of it in their hearts;
going out they criticize it in the thoroughfare.
They seek a reputation by discrediting their
sovereign; they appear superior by expressing
contrary views, and they lead the lowly multitude in the spreading of slander. If such license
is not prohibited, the sovereign power will
decline above and partisan factions will form
below. It would be well to prohibit this.
Your servant suggests that all books in the
imperial archives, save the memoirs of Qin, be
burned. All persons in the empire, (except for
members of the State Academy of Learned
Scholars), who are in possession of the Classic
of Odes, the Classic of Documents and discourses of the hundred philosophers should
take them to the local governors and have them

indiscriminately burned. Those who dare to
talk to each other about the Odes and Documents should be executed and their bodies
exposed in the marketplace. Anyone referring
to the past to criticize the present should,
together with all members of his family, be put
to death ....

Lrs

TESTIMONY FROM A CRITIC OF THE CoNFU-

cians would suggest that not only the ministercounselor as noble person, but also the common
people (even the most handicapped) were speaking
out on behalf of the common public interest.
Apparently they were not so preoccupied with
their own family affairs and interests that they
could not take on the role and risks of instigating
civil discussion and debate-<:hallenging enough in
this case to invite repression from a ruling power
bent on monopolizing the public sphere.
confucianism and citizenship in contemporary China
Since the close of the Cultural Revolution, followed by the death of Mao, the demise of the socalled Gang of Four, and the rise to leadership of
Deng Xiaoping and Jiang Zemin, the situation in
China has changed substantially. It is no longer
dominated by Mao's insistence on class struggle as
the defining element in revolutionary cultivation
or by Liu Shaoji's subordination of the individual
to the group dynamics of the Party-except for
party members themselves. Emphasis is still put on
the leadership of the Party, but it is a party seen primarily as the guarantor of political stability and of
the order needed to promote economic development
The concerns expressed by Liang Qichao a
century before-about the people's need to
become citizens-how those who had not known
anything but subjecthood under an imperial state
could become full-fledged participants in a body
politic-are still largely unaddressed. The "bodypolitic" is just the Communist Party and its members; everyone else is free to make a living, or
better, make a fortune (as Deng legitimized the
business of becoming rich). Simply to participate
in economic success is the idea, not to become
politically active.
It is true, nonetheless, that anyone who visits a
bookstore in China today sees a variety of literature suggesting that at least the reading public has

access to a wide range of ideas that would never
have been tolerated under Mao, and on a personto-person level there is little restraint on freedom
of expression. This allows for far greater intellectual diversity than under Mao. It does not allow,
however, for freedom of assembly or for organizations engaged in public advocacy unless they are
registered with and subject to the control of the
state administration.Thus there is some room for
discussion of public issues in educational and
research institutions, professional organizations,
and certain publications, the limitations of which
may vary according to local circumstances.
What of the present situation after the liberalization of the economy under Deng and Jiang, the
welcoming of capitalism and now the admission of
capitalists to the Communist Party? Some Western
observers optimistically assume that capitalists will
exert some liberal leavening effect on the Party, but
Jiang and his colleagues seem to be convinced that
capitalist liberals can be co-opted to serve the Party.
Since, in fact, capitalists have no organization of
their own to advance liberal goals, it is quite possible that the power of the state, monopolized by
the Party, will continue to suppress any potential
opposition and demonstrate the same repressive
power as imperial regimes in the past. At this point
there is more evidence of the will of the Party to
defend itself than there is of any organized opposition to liberalize it.
Meanwhile, apart from the immediate policy
direction given by the Party, there is a profound
ideological vacuum following the collapse of
Marx-Leninism both in China and worldwide,
added to which is an endemic moral crisis consequent on the lapse of the old self-sacrificing revolutionary morality, and the corruption of the body
politic through the collusion of party members
with capitalists and each other. The spectacle that
the government often makes of the more obvious
or politically vulnerable cases of corruption, does
little to remedy things. In a closed society it is
always more difficult to detect and expose corruption than in an open one.

UNDER DENG XIAOPING AND ]lANG ZEMIN

the Rule of Law has been emphasized not only as
corrective to the excesses of the Mao Zedong era
but as a check on corruption and to provide legal
security for business transactions. But rather than

put too much store by the Rule of Law alone, Jiang
also called for "the Rule of Virtue," a move that
seemed to echo the traditional view of the Confucians that personal virtue took precedence over law
because the proper and fair enforcement of law
depended on the conduct of the ruler and his officials. In Jiang's case however, there is a question
whether the slogan of "Rule by Virtue" does anything more than protect the superior authority of
the Communist Party, as if it embodied superior
political virtue by virtue of its revolutionary mandate. So far there is nothing to indicate that Jiang
has in mind a systematic program of moral rectification and education by which the Party would validate its claim to superior virtue-little more, so
far than show trials for exemplary cases.
No doubt it is the awareness of widely prevalent corruption and a pervasive sense of moral
crisis that has led some members of the establishments in a post-revolutionary age to think of tradition as a source of remediation and to invoke such
phrases as the Rule of Virtue.
Chinese tradition is multiplex, however, and if
a largely traditional cult like the Falun gong-with
its quasi-military discipline and organization-is
seen as less amenable to party or state control, it is
understandable that the regime might favor a more
"civil" tradition like Confucianism to provide the
Chinese content for a "Chinese socialism." Thus it
has sanctioned a Confucian Association to promote
scholarly discussion of the subject, and traditional
observances of rituals like the celebration of Confucius' birthday.

N

OTHING OF THIS SORT IS LIKELY TO HAVE

general effect on the Chinese people as a
whole unless it partakes of a much wider educational effort. The question, then, becomes:
on what level and of what sort? It is understandable that the establishment would favor a
conservative brand of Confucianism, and
indeed the Confucian Association identifies
"Harmony"-political and social-rather than
the Mencian challenge to authority, as the
essence of the Chinese and Confucian tradition. As Gu Mu, a member of the Politburo at
the time, said in a keynote speech at the 1989
celebration in Bejing of Confucius' 2540th
anniversary celebration (a speech endorsed by
Jiang Zemin):
ANY
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As is known to all, the idea of harmony is an
important component of the Chinese traditional culture. As early as the last years of the
West Zhou dynasty three thousand years ago,
ancient scholars elucidated the brilliant idea of
"harmony making for prosperity." Later, Confucius and the Confucian school put forward
the proposition of "harmony above all" and
established theories on the coordination of
interpersonal relations, the protection of the
natural environment, and the maintenance of
ecological balance. These thoughts not only
made positive contributions to the prosperity
of ancient Chinese society but also have profound practical significance for the survival and
development of mankind today.

S

INCE THAT TIME THERE HAVE BEEN CELEBRATORY

rituals at shrines sacred to Confucius, and there
has been considerable scholarly research done on
the history of Confucianism, but relatively little
of this has found its way into the standard educational curricula, let alone political discourse.
When the president of a major university in the
south, sympathetic to Confucianism, wanted to
include more of its teaching in the required curriculum for all students, he had difficulty substituting it for the standard Marxist-LeninistMaoist readings, but since local and regional universities and research institutions were allowed a
little leeway in the promotion of local culture,
he found a way to include Confucian readings in
a local history course celebrating the adjacent
site and tradition of a venerable Confucian
academy.
In this way the Confucian record survives to
some degree, but whether it will regain a vital
role in China's education or political culture
remains a question-a question now complicated
by the need for education to be seen not just as
representing Chinese tradition, but also as implicated in the multicultural setting of twenty-first
century civilization. Thus it becomes a question
also of how Confucianism is to be understood in
relation to, first, its neighboring Confucian cultures in Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and Vietnam and
then to other world cultures that, in the last two
centuries at least, have begun their own acquaintance with, and assimilation of, Confucianism.

In this context, and in the perspective of an
increasingly globalized education-if Confucianism, as representing the Chinese civilization, is
to meet the challenge cited of the present day-it
will require more than a return to the Chinese classics and a critical reengagement with tradition, but
also an encounter with the seminal works of other
major world traditions that speak to many of the
same perennial issues.

Ls

IS A DAUNTING CHALLENGE IN ITSELF, NO

matter how early the process starts or how late it goes.
What complicates the educational challenge still further is the need to go on from this first reading to a consideration of how the values discovered therein have
been subjected to historical contestation and adaptation.
My choice of 'nobility' and 'civility' responds to
one immediate challenge of the present world-situation-the threat of terrorism conducted by highly committed leaders and perpetrated by dedicated followers.
It is easy enough to lament the loss of civility this betrays
and betokens, and to pray piously for the restoration of
peace. But the challenge thrown down by suicide
bombers is more compelling. Though some observers
may be inclined to dismiss these terrorists simply as
"fanatics," more thoughtful people feel impelled to
look further into what is behind their motivations, as
for instance in some schools to read the Qur' an for the
first time or even take a crash course on Islam.

Any serious education however should prepare
one to understand the ultimate claims made not only
by Muslin martyrs but also by their Hindu and Buddhist counterparts, as well as the Japanese samurai
warriors or the suicide pilots of World War II. It is a
lot to do, but education today must make a start at
sorting out some of the key issues of world civilization.
From this learning process we may hope to
understand the appeal of different concepts of
nobility as shared human ideals, the special attractiveness and lurking dangers these can hold for
extreme forms of communalism and nationalism,
and the civilities that in the longer run have helped
to contain these dangers.
On this basis we may also see that there need
be no inevitable clash of civilizations from irreducible cultural antagonisms, but that from these
diverse cultural and social traditions the resources
can be drawn to cope with the challenges of environmental degradation, unrestrained economic
competition, vicious political and religious chauvinism and, more fundamentally, the deeper moral
collapse and cultural despair that threaten world
civilization in the twenty-first century.

f
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BUDDHIST CATS
are masters
of detachment.
An old tabby sleeps
at the kitchen door
with no begging bowl,
mindful of incenseburning devotees
and voyeurs of devotion
who carry cameras,
not candles, to each altar.
She knows there is no need
to beg for meals
which will appear
in the absence of desire
without prayer.

The tiny one, a novice,
at the edge of a temple
dedicated to Guanyin
and income for a municipal
government that is not
sat with his back to me.
The world touched nothing
but the tip of his left ear,
twitching at the sound of miao.

Steven Schroeder

liturgical painting in the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church
Neal Sobania
with Daniel Berhanemeskel

lIS NOT TOO MUCH OF AN OVERSTATEMENT TO SAY
that recently there has been a surge of interest in
liturgical art, particularly among Protestant Christians in America. What American Christians are in
fact learning, is what our brothers and sisters in
other parts of the world seem never to have forgotten-that the painted image is a valuable component in Christian life and practice. We might
learn, as well, that there is much to be gained from
a study of the art of these other Christian traditions.
A case in point is the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.
The paintings of the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church (today, known officially as the Ethiopian
Orthodox Tewahedo Church; Tewahedo means
"oneness") are a vibrant and living tradition
stretching back to the advent of Christianity in
Ethiopia. Christianity was first introduced at
Aksum through the royal court of King Ezana in
the early 4th century. At that time, Aksum was then
an important node in the trade and communications networks that extended from the Mediterranean and Red Sea to India and beyond. (Today,
Aksum is a small, conservative, and religious town
in the extreme north of Ethiopia, a far less strategic
location in the contemporary world.) From here,
before the collapse of the Aksumite Empire in the
7th century, Christianity spread by missionary
activity and conquest across the highlands of
northeast Africa. Here the Christianity of the
region has remained strong, distinct from the surrounding lowlands, which are today predominantly Muslim.
The earliest record of painting in Ethiopian
churches comes from Arabic sources that tell of
two of Mohammed's wives taking refuge in
Ethiopia in the 620's, and their commenting on the
paintings in the Church of Mary, presumably in
Aksum. Churches, however, were not the only loci
of liturgical painting among the Ethiopian
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Orthodox; so too were monasteries where not only
paintings were produced, but master craftsmen
also supervised parchment makers and scribes, and
silver- and goldsmiths as well.
From their foundations in the 5th century,
monasteries have played a central role in Ethiopian
Christianity. One author describes the monks as the
voice of the church, and the Ethiopian monasteries
the church's heart. Here young novitiates were
taught the substance of the faith, while master
painters inducted those who showed promise into
the art of painting, teaching them how to prepare
paints and make brushes, and how to depict correctly the subject matter they would paint to convey
Christianity's message. Today these monasteries
continue to play a vital role in Ethiopian Christianity, especially in the training of the clergy, but
their role in the liturgical arts is far less pronounced
with production having shifted to the workshops of
master artists who live in the towns. Nevertheless,
passed from teacher to student, generation to generation, this vibrant tradition of religious art has
been kept alive for nearly fifteen hundred years.

&RPRISINGLY, THE RICH TRADITION OF THE

Ethiopian church and its religious painting is not
particularly well known. Despite its heritage, most
volumes on world Christianity or the history of
Christianity mention the Ethiopian church only in
passing, if at all, and never its devotional art. And
yet it is this tradition that has long served to introduce and teach the Christian faith to Ethiopia's
largely illiterate population and to sustain and preserve the faith of nearly 30 million Christian
believers (half the population of Ethiopia) in the
largest independent Christian church in Africa.
Painting functions in Ethiopia in three contexts: as illustrations in books, as icons, and on the

walls of churches. The oldest surviving paintings
are found on parchment in religious manuscripts.
Typically these convey or reinforce the message in
the text they illustrate. Icons-panel paintings on
wood-are portable devotional images that have
long served the clergy and aristocracy. On feast days
priests carry the larger icons in public procession;
the smaller icons are kept near to-hand for private
devotion and are often worn around the neck as
pendants. The magnificent mural paintings that
cover the interior of churches from floor to ceiling
are sometimes painted directly on the stone or
plaster wall, but more commonly these paintings
are done on heavy canvas-like cotton cloth and then
pasted to the wall. Whether illumination, icon, or
mural painting, the style and subject matter
depicted is essentially the same.

l:DAY THERE ARE NO LONGER ANY IDENTIFIED

royal families in Ethiopia (this ruling class came to
an end with the overthrow of the emperor Haile
Sellassie I in 1974), but this has not altered the tradition of individuals commissioning works of art.
Nor have their reasons for doing so changed.
Today's patrons range, as they probably always
have, from successful businessmen and church officials to peasant farmers and nuns. Their commissions keep the workshops of painters in towns such
as Aksum, active centers of production; artists still
produce paintings for church walls, icons for devotions, and illuminations for religious texts, while
silver- and goldsmiths forge other religious objects
used in worship.
Because the topic of Ethiopian painting is so
vast, this brief introduction
I T IS GENERALLY ASSUMED
This suggests that many individ- must of necessity be limited
that historically the priin scope, and will thus focus
uals, including the less affluent,
mary patrons of the arts
also commissioned works. These only on wall painting. Not
only that, it will be conhave been members of
individuals
and
families
were
just
fined to but one interior
royal families and people of
as desirous as the wealthy of
wall of the church. Hownoble birth. This upper
ensuring the salvation of their
ever, before doing so, it
class certainly used their
wealth to commission
may be helpful to undersouls, or fulfilling a promise to
paintings for churches and
stand
how Ethiopian
God or a saint, or expressing
royal residences. However,
churches are laid out.
gratitude for good fortune, the
two factors suggest that the
Each church maintains a
restoration of health, successful tripartite arrangementupper classes were never
the only patrons. On one
childbirth, or safety, not to men- either three aligned and
hand, there is the large
interconnected rooms in a
tion victory in war.
number of churches that
rectangular church or one
dot the highland landscape, all of which, no matter
of three concentric circles in a round one. The
how remote, are covered in paintings. Secondly,
arrangement is strictly hierarchical according to
these highland churches also preserve icons and
the function of each room. The outer room where
hold manuscript books, as well as liturgical parathe chanters and congregation assemble is called
phernalia, including processional crosses, censers,
the qene mahlet (literally "the chant of praise").
prayer sticks and sistra (an ancient musical instruThe second space, called the qeddest ("saint") is
ment). This suggests that many individuals,
reserved for non-officiating clergy and the serving
including the less affluent, commissioned works.
of the Eucharist. The innermost space is the
These individuals and families were just as desirous
maqdas ("sanctuary"). In a round church the
as the wealthy of ensuring the salvation of their
maqdas is an embedded sanctuary encircled first by
souls, or fulfilling a promise to God or a saint, or
the qeddest and this second room encircled by the
expressing gratitude for good fortune, the restoraqene mahlet. It is in this innermost "Holy of
tion of health, successful childbirth, or safety, not to
Holies," where entry is barred to all but the priests
mention victory in war. Since all of these were typcelebrating the service, that each church keeps its
ical reasons for the reverential act of commissioning
tabot or the altar tablet dedicated to the saint after
a gift for a church, it seems a mistake to assume that
whom the church is named. The tabot itself can be
only the rich were commissioning religious art.
of stone, but is more commonly of wood into which

is carved the saint's name, a cross, and sometimes
other decorative designs. This representation of the
law tablets received by Moses is wrapped in fine
cloth and placed in a wooden container or cupboard
called a manbara tabot, which is sometimes associated with the Ark of the Covenant. Some churches
are consecrated to more than one saint. The cathedral of Maryam Tsion at Aksum, for example, has
three tabot, with one each for St. Mary, St. Michael
and St. Gabriel.

LL ETHIOPIAN CHURCHES CONTAIN PAINTINGS.
A
What every church strives for-and most achieveis to have painted on the four exterior walls of the
maqdas and the wooden doors that give access to this
holiest of spaces the cycle of paintings long fixed in
Ethiopian tradition. These are the walls and doors
visible to those standing within the qeddest, or
second space, when receiving communion. On the
three sets of doors that are located on the west, south
and north faces (a window is always on the east) are
images of archangels. Each winged pair, wearing
richly patterned garments and capes, holds aloft
either a protective sword or spear to guard the
entranceway. On the south wall, which faces that
part of the qeddest reserved for women, hangs a cycle
of paintings that depicts the life of Mary, including
many of the miracles that, according to tradition, she
performed. These usually begin with a scene of her
birth, along with one of her parents, Saints Iyachem
and Hannah in Ethiopian tradition, followed by her
"Presentation to the Temple of Jerusalem" at age
three, where she lived for the next twelve years, fed
by angels, until giving birth to Jesus.

O
N THE NORTH WALL, OPPOSITE THE SPACE
traditionally reserved for men, is another cycle of
paintings. These depict the martyrs of the faith,
including a number of saints easily recognizable to
Christians of the Western tradition such as John the
Baptist, Stephen, Sebastian, Peter, and Paul. However, the depictions of their martyrdom are less
familiar to western eyes and often found by outsiders
to be rather grizzly in detail. Additionally, some
saints who appear here, many of whom are depicted
in magnificent detail as equestrian saints, are less
familiar in the west but widely known to Ethiopians.
These include Saints Sisinnius, Theodore the
Egyptian, and Basilides. On the east wall is still
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another cycle of paintings. These illustrate Old Testament themes, such as Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac,
Daniel in the lion's den, and still more saints of particular importance to Ethiopian Christians.
Liturgically, though, the west wall is the most
important and it is the painting cycle on this wall
that we will consider in more detail. Here, at the
uppermost level is the Holy Trinity, depicted as three
identical white bearded men, each holding an orb in
his left hand with the right raised in the sign of giving
a blessing. They are identified as Father, Son and
Holy Spirit in Ge'ez, the ancient ecclesiastical language of the Ethiopian church. Typically, "The Four
Heavenly Animals" are painted in each corner of this
image. On the left these are a man and a lion; on the
right an eagle and a calf; each one associated with
one of the Gospel writers, Matthew, Mark, John,
and Luke, respectively (also cf. Ezekiall:S-11 and
Revelations 4:4-8). To each side of the Holy Trinity
appear the "Twenty Four Celestial Angels," each
ordinarily portrayed with a censer in-hand. Sometimes on the upper heights of the wall Adam and Eve
may also be painted, but in addition to being
depicted naked in the Garden of Eden, they sometimes appear in a second image portrayed as a traditional king and queen.

B
LOW THIS ARE PAINTINGS OF THE ANNuNciAtion,
Nativity, Baptism, Crucifixion, and Resurrection.
Additionally, the west wall depicts the Passion of
Christ in considerable detail, often using as many as
eighteen different paintings to relate these events.
These images begin with Judas's betrayal, and portray events including Christ's arrest, His questioning
before both Hanna (in Ethiopian tradition, or Annas;
John 18:13) and Pilate (Pilatos). They continue
through Simon carrying the cross and Christ stumbling three times, ending with the deposition, and
the wrapping and laying of the body in the tomb by
Joseph and Nicodemus. Other paintings related to
Christ's life are found on the south wall including
such events as the "Flight to Egypt," which
Ethiopians also understand to have included a stop
in Ethiopia, the ''Adoration of the Magi" and "Herod
and the Slaughter of the Innocents."
Two of the paintings from the Passion-typically
larger than the other images-are those of the Crucifixion and Resurrection (see the front and back
covers of this issue). Paintings of the crucifixion may
or may not include the two robbers crucified with

Christ, depending on space available, often a dicSon" and "St. George slaying the dragon," the two
chief protectors of the faith and the faithful. Often
tating feature of what is included in a painting and
there may also be a second painting of St. Mary, in
what is left out. Always, however, Mary appears to
which her hand is shown touching that of Christ.
the left of the crucified Jesus and John the Baptist to
Known as kidane mehrat, or the Covenant of Mercy,
the right, with a sun and a red moon in the sky.
for the orthodox faithful this denotes God's promise
Similarly, paintings of the Resurrection include
to St. Mary that all those who call upon Him in her
images of Adam and Eve to the left and right of the
name will be forgiven.
risen Christ, ascending to heaven on clouds. Usually
at the base are two Roman soldiers depicted in profile, which is the way those who are understood to
be evil are always painted. Other observable characuNTIL RECENTLY THE ARTISTS WHO PRODUCED
teristics associated with traditional Ethiopian relireligious paintings all received a church education,
and their training as painters was from older artists
gious painting can also be seen in these images.
who were steeped in church tradition. Today many
These include the clarity achieved by outlining the
still acquire this background, as is the case in some
figures and objects in black or another dark color,
and the resulting empworkshops in Aksum
and other religious
hasis on the eyes, which Another notable feature of Ethiopian
are usually the last detail
sites in the country.
is
that
there
is
no
religious
painting
painted.
Additionally,
Increasingly, however,
suggestion of three-dimensionality;
hands are often elongated
this traditional learnpainters do not use light or shade to ing is being replaced by
to emphasize the blessing
public education with
they bestow.
create the illusion of space. This is
art training occurring
because these images are not
in an art or handicraft
intended
to
elicit
emotion.
Rather,
NOTABLE
school, or more comover the centuries, each image has
monly under the guidfeature of Ethiopian relipreserved recognized traits or symgious painting is that
ance of a shopkeeper
there is no suggestion of
who
needs a steady
bols (iconography) that can be
three-dimensionality;
supply of merchandise
"read" as representing a particular
painters do not use light
for tourists and other
holy person or saint.
or shade to create the illuvisitors. Also increassian of space. This is
ingly noticeable in
because these images are not intended to elicit emochurches are inexpensive chromolithographs that
tion. Rather, over the centuries, each image has prereproduce Western images of a fair-haired Christ and
depictions of saints from the Greek Orthodox tradiserved recognized traits or symbols (iconography)
tion. Still, the creative spirit of this ancient tradition
that can be "read" as representing a particular holy
person or saint. Thus St. Mary and the other saints
is alive and, as already noted, thriving in many parts
provide the beholder with a recognizable visual
of Ethiopia, with painters continuing to receive
commissions to produce their works of art for
reminder of the virtues-compassion, forgiveness,
love, patience and purity-they must follow in their
churches. Western churches are fortunate to have
own lives as they seek to live in a saintly way. The
access to this living tradition, and to receive edifiuse of these techniques makes such images all the
cation, inspiration and illumination from
more easily recognizable to the Christian populaEthiopian liturgical painting, as have their Christion who in general are not able to read the names
tian Ethiopian brothers and sisters.
or short inscriptions in Ge,ez found on paintings to
identify key figures. Yet, the key points of the faith
and their Biblical foundation are abundantly clear to
Neal Sobania is a Professor of History at Hope Colall who view these paintings.
lege (Holland, Michigan). Daniel Berhanemeskel is
Finally, also on the West wall at the lower level,
a third-generation church painter from Aksum,
where people often touch them as part of their
Ethiopia, who is a senior art major at Hope College.
prayers, are paintings of "St. Mary with Her Beloved
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finding what we've lost
new urbanism, traditional neighborhoods, and the Christian faith

Eric Jacobsen

D

CONSTRUCI1NG PIZZA

The combination of being lactose intolerant
and a pastor who works primarily with students
has made for some very interesting mealtimes for
me. It is difficult to overstate the sheer quantity of
pizza and lasagna that has been placed before me
over my past eight years in ministry and the difficulties that I've had in making either of these two
dishes acceptable to my milk-averse constitution.
The lasagna is clearly the more challenging of the
two. The mozzarella on the top presents a formidable, but manageable challenge. However, it is all
but impossible get rid of all the ricotta which has
been mixed in with the meat. After years of trial
and error, I've come to accept the fact that lasagna
will always be somewhat of a risk.
Technically, the pizza is easier, but more of a
spectacle. If I wait a few minutes for the cheese to
harden, it is possible to peel the cheese off in one
relatively simple motion. Really, the cheese itself is
not the problem. My dealing with the other toppings creates the spectacle. In order for my slice of
pizza to retain any dignity after the cheese removal,
it is necessary to preserve and restore as many of
the original toppings to their original places as possible. The more toppings on the pizza, the more
complicated this task.
Consider how I might approach the classic
Hawaiian, for instance. First I have to pick out the
pineapple chunks and make a little pile off to one
side. Next I carefully remove the Canadian bacon
pieces and stack them on the other. And finally, I
carefully peel off the entire cheese layer, try to consolidate its mass, and stash it off to a side. At this
point, before the reassembly, I am most vulnerable
to the disapproving looks from around the table.
There seems to be something so inherently
wrong with a disassembled pizza that even the
most maladjusted youth can recognize the
problem. It is for this reason, perhaps, that Leon
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Krier uses this very image of a disassembled pizza
to illustrate what is wrong with the majority of the
cities and towns that have been built in this country
since WWII. Krier asserts that a city, built in a traditional style, is like a pizza. A pizza has a variety of
toppings which all work together to create a
pleasing and functional whole. However, another
integral element of pizza is the fact that it can be
divided into slices in such a way that each slice
maintains all of the ingredients necessary for the
unmistakable experience of pizza. In the same way,
Krier asserts, a traditional city is made up of a
variety of ingredients which work together to
create a pleasing and functional whole. And, like a
pizza, a traditional city is divided up into neighborhoods (or urban quarters) that retain most of the
ingredients necessary for a pleasing and functional
experience of community.

AT

SOME POINT (ROUGHLY AROUND WWII),

America decided to completely abandon this traditional relationship between city (or town) and
neighborhood, replacing it with something radically different. We began to adopt, as a universal
practice, functional (or separate use) zoning for virtually every new development across America.
Functional zoning puts retail in one zone, office
buildings in another zone, and housing in yet
another. As the practice of functional zoning developed, even different types of housing got segregated
into zones. Apartment buildings were separated
from detached homes, and smaller homes on
smaller lots were divided from larger homes on
larger lots. The divisions have become so precise
that, in our current environment, it is not unusual
to have areas where the $250,000 houses are separated from the $350,000 houses.
On one level, the difference between my actual
pizza disassembly experience and the current

way bring to mind the image of "a bride adorned
neighborhood disassembly experience in this
for her husband." The biblical picture of our
country is one of perception. When I take apart a
redeemed state is not only an urban image-it is a
pizza and scatter the ingredients about my plate,
even ninth graders cry out in protest. However
beautiful one.
The terms 'urban' and 'beautiful' have not
when municipal bureaucrats take the ingredients
always been perceived as incompatible. Functional
of the neighborhood and scatter them all about the
city, we accept it as a perfectly reasonable and sane
zoning, in making our built environment decidedly
practice. Clearly, the integrity (or the aesthetics) of
less city-like, less beautiful, and ultimately less
a pizza should not be compromised by disassembly;
redemptive has blinded us to what has been and
is this also true of neighborhoods?
what might be.
There are no particularly theological reasons
unintended consequences of functional zoning
why cheese, pineapple, and Canadian bacon need
The most glaring dysfunctional consequence
not remain commingled on the pizza slice, unless
of functional zoning has to
we think of Kosher laws or
believe that Christians ought
do
with the role of the autoWhen I take apart a pizza and
mobile in our daily lives, a
to be vegetarians. This may
scatter the ingredients about
consequence not intended in
also be true of the disassemmy plate~ even ninth graders
the original zoning laws.
bled neighborhood; that is to
cry
out
in
protest.
However
The
practice of separating
say, we may be hard-pressed
when
municipal
bureaucrats
every conceivable function
to find anything in the disasof daily life into separate
sembled neighborhood cleartake the ingredients of the
ly at odds with Christian
neighborhood and scatter them zones has made the automoteaching. But, when we anaall about the city~ we accept it bile an absolute necessity for
full participation in our
lyze the thinking behind
as
a
perfectly
reasonable
and
society. When the mass-profunctional zoning and the
sane practice.
duced automobile was first
particular impact that it has
introduced, it was billed as a
had on our communal life,
we may find distinct theological reasons as to why
luxury item. If walking to work took half an hour,
and the streetcar took ten minutes, an automobile
the Christian community should be wary of the
pervasive practice of functional zoning and all of
could get you there in five minutes.
its implications. Upon analysis, what we discover is
No one anticipated that the automobile would,
over time, begin to shape the very way we built and
that functional zoning has had a number of uninlaid out our cities, towns, and neighborhoods. First
tended (as well as intended) consequences that are
it exploded the natural limits that had held residenantithetical to the picture of a healthy communal life
tial development in check. The distance that one
that we find within the biblical witness.
could comfortably walk had been the maximum
distance that people of average means could live
ECTIONAL ZONING AND THE SUBURBAN SPRAWL
from their place of employment. With the advent
of streetcars, the distance that one could walk from
that it engenders is a fundamentally anti-urban
a transit stop became the new limit. But, with the
view of existence. Contrast that to St. John's
coming of the automobile, all limits were
vision of the urban setting of our redeemed existence, "And I saw the holy city, the new
exploded. The spatial relationships between home,
work, commerce, and recreation became stretched
Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from
beyond recognizable form.
God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband." (Rev. 21: 12) Of course, St. John would not
The second way that the automobile shaped
be able to contribute much to a discussion of the
the built environment was that it destroyed the
relative merits of functional zoning versus
streetcar system as a viable alternative to automomixed-use zoning, but it is hard to imagine that
bile travel. At first it only weakened this system by
providing some aggressive competition to this popour endless strands of tract home developments,
ular form of public transit. Over time, however, the
sterile office parks, and generic box retail stores
surrounded by an ocean of parking would in any
major auto manufacturers (under the guise of sub-

..

- - -- - -

sidiary companies) literally bought up struggling
streetcar lines only to shut them down. And lastly
(as we've already noted), the automobile shaped
the built environment by making possible the universal adoption of functional zoning laws. Such
laws would have been inconceivable before the
advent of the mass-produced automobile because
such separation of residential and industrial life
would have made it almost impossible for people
to get from one area to the other.

s

INCE THE AUTOMOBILE IS NOT CONSTRAINED BY

the same limitations as the unassisted human being,
there were no limits to the extension of such zoning
laws. As populations grew around metropolitan
areas, the distances grew with them, our cities and
towns spreading like cancerous cells. The most
direct and obvious result of this development is that
since we have to drive our car to accomplish every
conceivable activity of daily life (going to work, getting an aspirin, participating in a soccer game, or
meeting someone for lunch) we drive our cars more
and burn much more fossil fuel. As Christians who
understand our vocation as stewards of the natural
environment, such a pervasive dependence upon
automobile travel is problematic.
The other problem with our dependence
upon the automobile is that it cuts off a number
of population groups from full participation in
our society: people who are too young to have a
license, who are too old to drive, who are too
poor to own a car, or who suffer from physical
limitations which make the operation of an automobile impossible. Such persons cannot function
independently or navigate daily tasks because of
their position. Some of the features of contemporary life that we take for granted have grown
directly out of this condition. Prior to WWII, there
were no retirement homes; an elderly person
could walk to the grocery store, beauty parlor,
and corner coffee shop to carry out daily tasks
with some independence and dignity. At that time
there were no "soccer moms" because there were
neighborhood ball fields to which kids could walk
for practice. Christians understand the church as
the body of Christ in which each member has a
particular and necessary role to play in the operation of the whole. How different this image is
from the world that we have created beyond the
church door, a world in which those who own and
20
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operate automobiles do all of the important tasks
while relegating the rest to dependent roles.

to
keep its promise of convenience for the American
public. Perhaps there was a brief span of time when
the automobile spared a few fortunate souls a few
minutes of commute time, but those days are long
gone. We currently spend more time in transit than
has ever before been the case. Such time in our cars
cuts directly into the time that we could be spending
with our families, friends, and other members of our
communities. Robert Putnam has determined that
every ten minutes we spend commuting cuts community involvement by 10%. He refers to this kind
of deficit as a loss of 'social capital,' which he
defines as the economic value of human relationships. While as Christians we may not be particularly
concerned with the economic value of human relationships, we are certainly concerned with the
absolute value of these relationships. We discover
early on in the biblical witness that "it is not good
for man (or woman) to be alone," and this theme
continues through the desert wanderings, to the
garden of Gethsemane, to the primitive church,
and finally into the New Jerusalem.
L

ASTLY, THIS AUTOMOBILE CULTURE HAS FAILED

faulty assumptions of functional zoning
The primary unintended consequence of functional zoning has been the complete overhaul of
our built environment caused by the insatiable
needs of the automobile culture. What were the
intended consequences behind the universal adoption of functional zoning? A good answer can be
found in a landmark U.S. Supreme Court case that
cleared the way for the widespread practice of
functional zoning by declaring it constitutional.
The majority opinion of the court articulates some
of the fundamental presuppositions and rationales
behind functional zoning.
The case in question is the Village of Euclid,
Ohio vs. Ambler Reality Co, and the year it was
decided was 1926. At this time the automobile was
actually fulfilling its promise of making more convenient the myriad of activities of daily life, and
the steadily falling prices of automoblies were
making this convenience available to many. More
and more citizens of Euclid could commute into
neighboring Cleveland for work and then return
to the pastoral setting of their residential neighbor-

very real dangers to children, businesses also offer significant benefits for the social growth of children.
Children practice citizenship by participating
in the economic life of the community. Children
in mixed-use neighborhoods can walk to the
corner store to buy themselves a treat, or they can
take their bike to the barbershop for their haircuts.
L I S MAY HAVE BEEN A PERFECTLY SENSIBLE AND
These activities may seem insignificant, but they
reasonable goal at the time. Perhaps in 1926
are empowering for children who are fortunate
Cleveland was somewhat lacking in charm, and
enough to live in such settings. Their suburban
the citizens of Euclid had sufficient reason for
counterparts, by contrast, have a very narrow
wanting to maintain the integrity of their way of
range of activities in which they can participate
life in the face of what seemed to be an impinging
without relying on their parents for transport. As
threat. However, functional zoning was going to
a result, suburban children tend to be more politido a lot more than just keep Euclid unaffected by
cally and economically immature as they enter
Cleveland. These laws would, over time,
into adulthood.
severely limit the informal connections and
Children also need meaningful interaction
neighborhood texture that naturally develops as
with adults who are not their parents. The mixedpeople live in proximity to one another. Moreuse neighborhood provides sevover, these laws would eventueral features that facilitate such
ally threaten the distinct charAs Christians, we should
acter not only of Euclid, but of
encounters. On the one hand,
be especially concerned the presence of corner grocery
small towns across America as
with the well being of
stores, repair shops, and bookfunctional zoning allowed corporations to churn out massour children and should stores provides a whole host of
produced houses, stores, and consider them important adults with whom the child can
office parks to fit perfectly into
enough for inclusion in practice adult relationships.
Also, since the mixed-use neighthe tightly regulated zoning
the
whole
life
of
the
stipulations. Sadly, the village
borhood does not separate
community.
of Euclid (and the Supreme
apartments and smaller houses
Court) did not anticipate these
from larger houses, it is possible
for a teacher to live in the same neighborhood as
kinds of outcomes. They were blinded to these
possibilities by some deeply flawed assumptions.
the children he or she teaches. Seeing important
adults in multiple roles deepens the relationship
i. the protection of children
of children with their elders and provides them
with a wider array of role models. In the highly
The first of these faulty assumptions was that
segregated world of the suburbs, on the other hand,
the primary thing that children require is protecteachers rarely can afford to live near the students
tion from the dangers of the outside world, parthat they teach, and children learn to see those who
ticularly the world of commercial businesses.
work and serve in their daily lives in purely funcThis assumption took life in the practice of separating dwellings from territory devoted to trade
tional terms.
Christians should be especially concerned
and industry. The Majority Opinion of the
Supreme Court states:
with the well being of our children and should
consider them important enough for inclusion in
Some of the grounds for this conclusion [that
the whole life of the community. We know that
separate-use zoning is permissible] are proJesus welcomed children into his presence and
blessed them, even when his disciples thought that
motion of the hearth and security from
access to him was far too important for this popuinjury of children and others by separating
lation group. In the same way, adults who work at
dwelling houses from territory devoted to
the corner grocery, the service shop, or the local
trade and industry.
school find themselves in welcoming settings
While certain kinds of businesses may pose some
which allow them to develop natural relationships
hoods. The general purpose of the zoning laws,
which were passed in Euclid, was to keep this
quaint village from becoming too much like the big
city of Cleveland.

- - - - - - - -- - -- -- ---- -

--

with young people and to influence them with the
witness of their daily lives.
ii. shunning strangers
Another faulty assumption in Euclid vs. Ambler
Reality has to do with the role of strangers within
the context of our communities. One of the foundational justifications of functional zoning has
been the aim to banish strangers from our daily life:
A place of business in a residential neighbor-

hood furnishes an excuse for any criminal to go
into the neighborhood where, otherwise, a
stranger would be under the ban of suspicion.
Besides, open shops invite loiterers and idlers
to congregate; and the places of such congregations need police protection.

A s WITH THE IssuE OF PROTECTION FOR CHIL-

dren, there are problems with this line of reasoning. Certainly increased criminal activity is a
major concern in areas that have experienced rapid
growth, and it is easy to correlate such changes
with the presence of strangers in one's neighborhood. Restrictive zoning codes approach the perceived connection between strangers and criminal
activity by closing off areas within residential communities where a stranger would feel welcome.
The problem with such an approach is that it is
both unjust and ineffective.
This practice is unjust because it equates being
a stranger with being a criminal. A foundational
value deeply held in our legal system is that we are
innocent until proven guilty. The line of reasoning,
which we saw above, assumes that to be a stranger
is to be a likely perpetrator of some crime. This is
repugnant, not only to our civil liberties, but also
to our theological convictions. A major ethical
theme of the Old Testament is that we are to be
hospitable and compassionate towards strangers:
"You shall also love the stranger, for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt." (Deuteronomy
10:19). Such language should make any Christian
uneasy with municipal codes that place strangers
under the "ban of suspicion."
Another problem with using functional zoning
to banish strangers from our community life is that
it treats strangers or estrangement as a static entity.
It fails to acknowledge that any community is
dynamic, and the familiarity that we enjoy in our
22123
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human relationships exists on a continuum. The
physical structure of a neighborhood can prevent
strangers from becoming acquaintances and can
easily cause neighbors to be estranged from one
another. This is especially the case if a neighborhood lacks sufficient commercial or public gathering places. Ray Oldenburg claims that everybody
needs a "third place" between work and home to
blow off steam and to engage in casual conversation. Communities that have such places tend to
experience less crime and higher degrees of community participation because neighbors can more
easily get to know each other in low-risk situations.
A final error in the logic behind the use of
functional zoning as a deterrent for crime is that
it sees protection from criminals as the sole
responsibility of the police. Commercial establishments attract criminals, and thus require
increased police protection, or so the argument
goes. But in fact, areas that are mixed-use usually
provide a kind of protection that no police presence can provide. In the first place, shop owners
often play a policing role for the block in which
their shops are located. They are motivated to do
this partially because a safe neighborhood is good
for business and partially because of the informal
network of relationships that they have developed
with their regular customers.

MIXED-USE AREAS ALSO HAVE THE PROTECTION

of the occupants of above-store apartments. Both
the shop owners and the occupants of above-store
apartments provide what Jane Jacobs calls "eyes on
the street" that are a more effective deterrent to
crime than the police can provide. As a result, in
vibrant neighborhoods the shop owners provide a
protective presence by day and the above-store
occupants provide a protective presence at night.
As Jacobs further claims, "No amount of police can
enforce civilization where the normal casual
enforcement of it has broken down." By contrast,
functional zoning leads to commercial areas that
are deserted and dangerous at night and large
swaths of residential areas which can be difficult
for a police force to patrol.

iii. human distinctions
A third problem with the case for functional
zoning has to do with the scale at which it tries to
approach city and neighborhood planning. At the

time of Euclid vs. Ambler Reality, the traditional
town and the mixed-use neighborhood were still
fairly common and widely recognized models of
human community. People were likely to have been
raised in an area where one could walk to a neighborhood grocery or coffee shop and this would
have been understood as a positive feature of
public life. At this earlier time, the notion that there
should be strict separation between commercial
and residential had not really been introduced into
our collective consciousness.

The justification for such unfair treatment of
community enhancing businesses is that, "in some
fields, the bad fades into the good by such insensible degrees that the two are not capable of being
readily distinguished and separated in terms of legislation." The difference between an offensive and
dangerous business in a neighborhood (e.g., a tire
factory) and a good business (a coffee shop) is only
insensible to a government bureaucrat looking at
the commercial business from a large-scale zoning
map. Any human living in the neighborhood or
walking by the commercial establishment in question would easily distinguish between a business
that is an asset to the neighborhood and one that
HOWEVER, WITHIN FIFTY YEARS, THE NOTION
that a neighborhood grocery, coffee shop, or salon
is a liability.
When we examine the faulty assumptions
could play a positive role in a residential neighborhood came to be completely absent in any municbehind functional zoning and all the wasteful and
community-destroying results
ipal code. This radical change in
of such zoning, it becomes plauperception came about not from The difference between an
to conclude that the prisible
the bottom up, but rather from
offensive and dangerous
mary advantage of functional
the top down. Residents of a
business in a neighborneighborhood didn't generally
and the reason for its
hood (e.g._, a tire factory) zoning
widespread adoption is that it
reject their neighborhood coffee
and a good business (a
appears to be highly rational
shop or lobby to have it removed.
coffee shop) is only insen- from an abstract planning perRather, new zoning codes made
spective and it looks cleaner on
neighborhood coffee shops
sible to a government
illegal, which meant that when
bureaucrat looking at the zoning maps. The large blobs
one closed down it could not
separate residential,
commercial business from which
easily be replaced.
retail shops, and offices from
a large-scale zoning map. each other look neater and
Over time this pattern led to
a situation in which more and
better organized when viewed
at a scale of 12000:1. This scale offers some advanmore people grew up unfamiliar with the experience of a neighborhood coffee shop and didn't
tages for traffic engineering as well.
realize what wonderful amenities their municipal
The scale at which this kind of reasoning looks
illogical and demeaning is the scale at which a
code was denying them. This undemocratic turn of
human being interacts with his or her environment.
events was made possible by a shift in perception
The best explanation for how we have managed to
concerning the scale at which zoning legislation
build so many ugly and demeaning human environshould be evaluated and implemented.
ments over the past fifty years is ignorance of the
The majority opinion expressed in Euclid vs.
insight that comes from such human perspective.
Ambler Reality acknowledges that functional
zoning may act as a deterrent to the placement of
We've capitulated our communal intuition and our
commercial establishments in residential areasaesthetic sensibilities to "experts" who purport to
even if such commercial establishments do not
tell us what modern living requires.
pose a problem to the residential area:
For anyone whose anthropology has been
informed by the biblical witness, such blatant disHere, however, the exclusion is in general
regard for human scale must be seen as both senseterms of all industrial establishments, and it
less and dangerous. In the Bible we discover that
may thereby happen that not only offensive or
human beings are made in the very image of God
dangerous industries will be excluded, but
and are the crowning work of creation (Gen. 1 :27).
those which are neither offensive nor danWe see such honoring of human scale not only in
gerous will share the same fate.
creation, but also in our Lord's strategy for min-

istry. Christ never tried to transcend the limits of
human scale for the sake of efficiency or success.
He spent most of his public ministry in the backwater region of Galilee rather than in the power
center of Jerusalem. In the midst of an urgent
errand and great crowds pressing on him, he had
time to notice even one woman who needed his
help. (Matthew 9:18-26)

~EN

WE REORIENT OUR PERSPECTIVES TO BE

more attentive to human scale in daily life, we
become more and more aware of how hard it is to
find examples of respect for the human scale in our
built environment. Parking lots and commercial
signs are designed for easy navigation by automobile operators, not for human interaction. Big box
retail stores are designed for the efficient inflow of
cash and outflow of commercial goods rather than
for the dignity of the human customer. And governmental buildings (built since WWII) are
designed under the severe limits of cost-benefit
analysis to provide the greatest square footage of
space for the least cost. Almost everything that has
been built in this country over the past fifty years
has served, in one way or another, to denigrate the
lowly human being.
The biblical witness does not glorify human
beings. Many characters that we meet in the biblical narrative are portrayed as petty, faithless, and
evil. But at the same time, we discover within some
of these same characters a potential for beauty,
truth and goodness that even the angels cannot
attain. Humans, the Bible reminds us throughout
its salvation story, are messy, complicated and glorious. But one would never guess this while stuck
in traffic on an eight-lane collector road, waiting in
line at Costco or renewing one's license at the DMV
in the basement of city hall. In these places, the
lowly human feels like a cog in a machine that has
been built to serve some other end. This should
concern us.
challenging functional zoning
Functional zoning, and all of the other ill-conceived planning tools that are associated with it,
seems to be an unassailable feature of our contemporary life. To challenge such established thinking
appears highly idealistic, if not completely futileeven if there does seem to be some biblical warrant
for doing so. Nevertheless, such challenges are
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taking place and they have met with some success.
There has been a growing movement to challenge
the reigning orthodoxy within municipal planning as well as commercial development circles.
This movement has been given names such as
"Neo-Traditionalism" and "Smart Growth."
More recently, some of the more innovative
ideas and players have gathered around the name
"New Urbanism." This movement has been gaining
adherents, as well as momentum, among architects,
developers and government planners over the past
20 years. New Urbanism is committed to articulating and reforming some of the physical attributes that are necessary for the formation and sustaining of vital community. Mixed-use zoning,
pedestrian scale, and the primacy of public space
are among the concepts and planning tools used to
counter such anti-social concepts as functional
zoning and automobile-oriented development.
The strategies of New Urbanism already are
being applied in a variety of settings. Where traditional towns are built on undeveloped land, it is
called "greenfield development." Inner city areas
where urban amenities are preserved and refurbished is called"infill." Where deteriorating suburbs and defunct shopping centers are retooled to
be more pedestrian friendly and mixed use, it is
called "brownfield" and "greyfield" development, respectively.

UNLIKE MANY REFORM MOVEMENTS THAT

have been tried in this country, New Urbanism is
meeting with success both in the free market and
within government circles. There are currently
over 400 large-scale New Urbanist developments
being built across the country. The developments
that have been completed according to New
Urban principles are outpacing the general
market trends. The Environmental Protection
Agency recently officially endorsed Smart
Growth as the recommended direction for
future development in this country. The state of
Wisconsin has passed legislation requiring all
cities above 12,000 inhabitants to adopt zoning
codes that favor the Traditional Neighborhood
Design developed by New Urban pioneers.
Cities like Portland, Oregon, have completely
rewritten their municipal codes to incorporate
New Urban principles.
Up until this point, this powerful and creative

movement has been exclusively a secular concern,
but more and more Christians are jumping on
board and making important contributions to this
movement. While it is true that Christian discipleship may call one to resist such powerful forces as
the market and the government, sometimes these
forces move in directions that we can bless. We
can't expect that the goals and values of the
Kingdom of God and the goals and values of this
secular movement will always be on a parallel
course. Even now, there are areas of concern, such
as the relative priority of low-income housing, the
problem of elitist aesthetics and the proper locus
of authority. Such issues only serve to make it more
urgent for Christians to get involved in this conversation. We not only need to weigh in and help
this movement in its struggle against the uglification and the radical individualism that has run rampant in our built environment, but we also need to
help it wrestle with some of the deeper ethical
issues that it faces.
We can bring to this conversation a rich history of time-tested wisdom and a rich repository of
practical experiences of human community. In
doing so, we mustn't forget that no human effort
will be able finally to usher in the New Jerusalem.
For that we must wait for the return of Christ. Nevertheless, by participating and investing in the
urban environments in which we find ourselves,

we will be preparing ourselves for the eternal experience of living in God's holy city.

f
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ACCIDENT
On the tape player Seamus Heaney was reading
from his new book; Heracles was sluicing the stables.
We drove down the hill where the tar looked like flat water.
When the car started to slide we looked at each other.
Then the car spun slowly counterclockwise,
hit the snow bank head-on, pushed off across the lanes,
backed into the opposite bank, and stopped.
We gathered ourselves and looked out the windshield,
slightly tilted, at the dirty snow bank
and the line of furs along Greensprings Highway.
Seamus Heaney will never be the same we thought.
Then we got out of the car to assess the damage.

Vincent Wixon

JFlilim
Creating Frida
Crystal Downing

A,

THE CORPSE OF FRIDA I<AHLO ENTERED A

crematorium furnace in July of 1954, flaming hot
air lifted the slender body upright, igniting its hair
into a halo of fire. To any observer, this final image
of Frida, framed by the yawning mouth of the furnace, must have seemed like the consummating
self-portrait of her career. Consumed by physical
and emotional pain throughout her life, Frida lifted
her agonies onto canvas, writing in her journal that
"my painting carries with it the message of pain."
And though she did not paint halos in her portraits,
Frida sometimes placed on her canvases banderoles, ribbons of writing similar to those that
marked the sacred images, or retablos, adorning
Mexican churches. Like her body in the crematorium, Frida's body of work has been lifted almost
to sacred status by the heat of her pain.
This makes post-crematorium portraits of
Frida-like the recent film Frida-difficult to execute. How does one capture both the degradation
and the redemption of Frida's pain? The film, based
upon Hayden Herrera's 1983 biography, presents
numerous agonizing images of Frida: the eighteenyear-old girl impaled by a metal handrail from a
streetcar accident, the mother-manquee lying in
blood-soaked bed linens after one of her many miscarriages, the betrayed wife witnessing her husband
in flagrante delicto with her own sister, the middleaged woman contemptuously regarding the artificial limb that must serve as her leg. But surrounding
these graphic depictions-like a halo of firey hairare scenes of such visual beauty, executed in such
gorgeously intense colors, that the pain evaporates
in the heat of visual pleasure.
Many reviewers, in fact, say that Frida focuses
too exclusively on the halo, failing to inspect
the dirty ashes beneath the flames. They are especially critical of the film's portrayal of Diego
Rivera, Frida's husband, who, though a great
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admirer and encourager of her art, was an avid
womanizer, violently and hypocritically outraged
by Frida's heterosexual (but not her lesbian)
affairs. The film's Diego, however, played by the
charming Alfred Molina, is merely a gruff teddybear whom women-including Frida-can't resist.
Furthermore, though the film convincingly depicts
Frida's anger when she learns of Diego's liaisons,
we are never quite convinced of the physical pain
which tortured Frida throughout life, leading to
numerous back braces and spinal operations. At
one point in the film we see her energetically climb
a Teotihuacan pyramid with Leon Trotsky
(Geoffry Rush), telling him at the top that she's in
constant pain. This comes as a surprise to us,
because the beautiful Salma Hayek who plays
Frida seems to act pain only when the circumstances make it obvious: while she's in a body cast,
during a spinal adjustment, after the miscarriage.
It is no wonder that reviewers have indicted the
film for its lack of "realism."

P .RHAPS, HOWEVER, THEY HAVE SEEN THE WRONG

film. Expecting a biopic, they got, instead, art.
Frida Kahlo type of art. Art that transubstantiates
the body and blood of biographical experience
into visually consumable symbols.
Take, for example, the pyramid climb. While
the ascent with Trotsky may be historical, realistic
portrayal of Frida's pain might not matter as much
to the filmmakers as the symbolism of an edifice
associated with sacrifice: a place where Aztec
priests made offerings of hearts torn from living
victims. As the filmmakers were quite aware, several of Frida's self-portraits, including one represented in the film, display bloody hearts hovering
or lying beside her body-symbolizing her pain,
her sacrifices for love.

Indeed, Director Julie Taymor and co-producer
Salma Hayek quite self-consciously align their film
with the symbolism of Frida's art rather than with
the ostensible "realism" (always a problematic
term) of conventional biopics. Several times the
representation of a Kahlo painting fills the entire
mise-en-scene, making the movie screen look like a
huge framed canvas until the painted people slowly
dissolve into the actors portraying them. Other
times, in consonance with the surrealism evident in
Frida's art (causing Surrealist poet Andre Breton to
align her with the Surrealist Movement), bizarre
scenes are interpolated into the film, as when
tawdry "Day of the Dead" skeletons taunt Frida
during her post-accident delirium. Later, to encapsulate the first visit Frida and Diego make to New
York City, the film presents a dream-like collage of
hand-drawn New York edifices overlaid with cutout photographs of the painters bouncing their way
among various incongruous sites.

L

ouGH rr's HARD NOT TO THINK oF SURREALISM

when looking at many Kahlo paintings, Frida
demurred, saying, "People thought I was a Surrealist. That's not right. I have never painted dreams.
What I represented was my own reality." It is this
"reality" which Taynor and Hayek have attempted
to capture-perhaps explaining the gentle brushstrokes with which they paint Diego. Frida herself
painted her husband gently, several times drawing
Diego's face onto the forehead of her self-portrait,
as though to indicate he was never off her minddespite his affairs and tantrums. Several years after
their divorce and remarriage in 1940, Frida wrote
a poem addressing him as "Diego my friend I
Diego my mother I Diego my father I Diego my
son I Diego = I =," reminding us of Catherine
Earnshaw's famous line from Wuthering Heights:
"I am Heathcliff."
How, then, does a film represent Frida's
"reality" of Diego? There's no question that he
had "despicable" qualities, as Diego himself
admitted: "When I loved a woman, I wanted to
hurt her the more I loved her; Frida was the most
evident victim of this despicable character trait
of mine." It is no wonder that she once reported,
in a gnomic statement included in the film, "I suffered two grave accidents in my life. One in
which a streetcar knocked me down. . . .The
other accident is Diego."

The film portrays these accidents with as much
symbolism as a Kahlo painting. Right before the
streetcar scene, we see Frida looking up in awe at a
Diego Rivera fresco in the Museo de San Ildefonso,
Mexico City. A low-angle lens makes it seem as
though Frida's body is encompassed by Rivera's
depiction of God, whose outspread arms, framed
by goldleaf at the top of an archway, seem to reach
out toward her. Significantly, the mural is entitled
"Creation," and the filmmakers seem to imply that
the creation of a painter named Frida Kahlo is soon
to follow. Indeed, it is the streetcar accident that
will engender her art, for she starts painting to
relieve the angst of bed and body-cast confinement.
To show Frida's impalement, Taynor employs a high
angle lens so that we, like Rivera's God, look down
from above at her body, which is covered with gold
dust someone had carried onto the streetcar-an
almost unbelievable biographical detail. Frida's
motionless body, framed by the streetcar floor and
glittering with gold, thus looks like the gilt image in
a Russian icon. The filmmakers have succeeded in
connecting the "two accidents" of Frida's life by
juxtaposing the gold of Rivera's "Creation" with
the gold of Kahlo's creation: two accidents that
turned Frida, herself, into a creator.

D

URING HER RECUPERATION, THEN, THE FILM-

makers show Frida painting butterflies onto her
body-cast, implying that within her plaster cocoon,
Frida will metamorphose into an artist. Significantly, Diego Rivera once described his wife's art
as "hard as steel and as fine as butterfly wings."
The film makes clear that one of the art works
Frida creates is a butterfly-like "self." As Hayden
Herrera has put it, Frida "preferred to be seen as a
beguiling personality rather than as a painter." The
film presents her beguiling moments with elan:
drinking other artists under the table, dancing an
erotic tango, seducing Josephine Baker. It also captures the art with which she covered, what in the
film she calls, "This Judas of a body": the ribbons
and flowers braided into her exotically arranged
hair, her carefully painted fingernails, the traditional Mexican jewelry and Tehuana dress
adorning her slim frame. Frida even created a new
origin for her life, quite "unrealistically" telling
people that she was born in the year 1910 when her
actual birthday was 6 July 1907. However, 1910
was as symbolic as the images Frida placed into her

self-portraits, for it was the year Pancho Villa and
Emiliano Zapata ignited the Mexican revolution.
Upon first seeing Frida's self-portrait hanging
in Trotsky's office, Andre Breton described her creativity with words alluding to both body and
painting: "Clad in gilt butterfly wings, in just such
a garment, she has opened the inner curtain a
crack." The inner curtain revealed the art-generating pain that had been with her since childhood.
Significantly, when the polio-stricken Frida was
confined to bed for nine months at age six, she
would blow on the window behind her bedroom
curtains and outline a door on the condensation
with her finger: "I imagined that I then ran, full of
excited anticipation, out through this 'door,' and
crossed the vast 'plain' which I saw in my mind's
eye stretching out before me." Drawing on the
pane, Frida escaped her pain, as she would later do
with her canvases. Frida, the film, is like that
window pane, presenting us with an imaginativerather than "realistic"-door through which we
might escape, with Frida, from her pain.

When she died, Diego sat by Frida's body all
night, unconvinced of the "realism" of her death.
He told an observer, "it's strange that she still
shows signs of vascular movement. The hairs are
standing up on her skin! I can't stand the idea of
her being cremated in such uncertain circumstances!" To reassure Diego, a doctor cut open one
of Frida's veins to prove that she no longer bled.
Thus, even in her death, Frida refused
"realism." It therefore seems appropriate that a
film about her life should do so as well. f

Crystal Downing dedicates this essay "to my Bookclub friends, with whom, after a Spanish prayer
and Mexican dinner, I first discussed the film Frida.
Two of them provided me with the book from
which the above quotations and biographical
details are taken: Isabel Alcantara and Sandra
Egnolff, Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera. New York:
Prestel, 1999."

EIGHT YEARS OLD
We don't always walk hand
in hand. The little girl frequently strays
off the path to play-away from me, her
older,
adult sister. Yet today, she grasps
and lurches my hand like a bell pull;
my shoulder clangs in its socket.
And like a belfry,
my shadow is long, covering,
not her, but the path behind me.
Her faith moves me off the blacktop,
to the sycamores with peeling skin,
leaves like great, green, webbed hands,
and arms sprawled out.
She is half way
up the tree's embrace
before I realize my hand has been released.

I call for her
to be careful, so she hooks
her feet and swings up
side down, giggling. I beg her
return to common soil.
And she shucks down the tree.
Bits of tree on child,
bits of child on tree.
I lean in with spittle
on handkerchief to daub her raw
shin, but she collars my hand
with both of hers.
My shoulder knells again.
Your turn, she says,
your turn.
She knows:
I never did my time
as an eight-year-old.

Katherine Goodman
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the old paths of new heroes
Steven R Guthrie

I.

COVER

PHOTOGRAPH

OF

HIS

LATEST

recording shows jazz saxophonist Branford
Marsalis standing in the surf, beneath a pier.
Marsalis is framed and dwarfed by the supporting
columns of the pier, like a child standing at his parents' knees. The structure's leaning limbs recede
into the distance behind him: a solemn and impressive file of giants. Beneath Marsalis' feet is the title
of the recording-Footsteps of our Fathers.
Marsalis is clearly aware of the long and distinguished musical tradition in which he stands,
and on this CD his quartet tackles compositions
from four of the monumental figures of the music.
Footsteps offers confident readings of some of the
best known and most influential works in modern
jazz: "Giggin'" by Ornette Coleman, Sonny
Rollins' "Freedom Suite," John Lewis' "Concorde," and John Coltrane's four movement suite,
''A Love Supreme."
One has to admire Marsalis' courage. If, on the
one hand, he and his group were to radically reinterpret these classics, there would be howls of
protest from jazz fans and critics. On the other
hand, neither would listeners be impressed by a
note for note repetition of the original performances. The implicit claim of the CD's title is that
Marsalis and his group are inhabiting and carrying
on a tradition-Footsteps of our Fathers. But the
very act of recording these pieces suggests that
Marsalis believes he has something new, something
fresh, to contribute to the works. In this sense, the
image on the cover of the CD is misleading. In the
photo Marsalis stands in the path of immobile
metallic limbs. His participation in the column is a
simple repetition of the pattern preceding him. The
forebears to whom the CD title refers, however,
were musicians in motion; dynamic and creative
individuals, rather than fixed points. Following in
their footsteps, then, requires both fidelity and creativity, both imitation and imagination.

Footsteps of our Fathers embraces both of these
poles, and for that reason is a successful and satisfying recording. Marsalis has obviously spent time
tracing the paths of his heroes. His solos on ''A
Love Supreme" have Coltrane-like flurries of
notes, squeals, and dramatic leaps of register.
There is no slavish parroting in his playing however. Marsalis has his own distinctive tone and
voice as a soloist. Similarly, pianist Joey Caldarazzo
shines on the recording. His playing bears the
unmistakable imprint of piano greats McCoy Tyner
and Chick Corea, but the way he organizes and
deploys these influences within the quartet is manifestly his own. In its presentation of classic compositions and in its individual performances, Footsteps exemplifies the conversation between emulation and innovation that necessarily characterizes a
living tradition.

O N E OF THE PIECES TREATED BY MARSALIS'

group on this recording is also the subject of a
recent book-length study. Ashley Kahn has written
a fine book entitled Love Supreme: The Story of
John Coltrane's Signature Album. The book's three
central chapters are devoted to the recording itself.
Kahn introduces us to the musicians who played
on A Love Supreme and their distinctive contribution to the album. Through interviews and transcriptions of studio tapes, we are given an insider's
view of the Love Supreme recording sessions. Kahn
also describes the musical material of the suite,
carefully and accurately, but in terms that should
be understandable to the non-musician. The surrounding chapters provide insightful biographical
material on Coltrane and assess the influence of his
music on the jazz community. Moreover, the book
is beautifully presented and full of photos from the
golden decades of American jazz. Composer Aaron
Copland once wrote a popular music appreciation

text entitled What to Listen For in Music. With this
such as Giant Steps, are a kind of culmination of
book Kahn has given us something like What to
the bebop jazz of the 1940s and 50s, and attest to
Listen For in Coltrane. As I read Kahn's book I began
his command of that tradition. The albums from
thinking about the idea of a living tradition, and the
1965 to his death in 1967 on the other hand, are
elements of which such a tradition is composed.
adventurous works which strain musical cateIn Kahn's account, two images of Coltrane congories. To the first time listener they are nearly
tinue to appear. Both clearly portray the same indiimpenetrable. Poised at the center of this convidual, but from two slightly different angles.
tinuum is A Love Supreme, which takes up the
modal and blues elements of Coltrane's earlier
Together they form a three dimensional portrait of
work and deploys them in an unconventional and
the musician. One image is that of John Coltrane,
the supreme student of his music and his instrument;
open compositional structure.
the single-minded disciple of the jazz tradition. From
the time he was a young teen Coltrane maintained
F O R BOTH COLTRANE AND MANY OF HIS LISan intense practice regime, often playing for hours a
day and silently fingering the keys of his saxophone
teners, A Love Supreme has a further significance
late into the night. Kahn also recounts the way that
beyond any musical innovations. Coltrane
intended A Love Supreme as a spiritual testamentColtrane studied and thoroughly mastered the styles
of older jazz musicians like
a witness to his own experiLester Young, Coleman Hawence of spiritual renewal,
ccDuring the year, I experikins and Dexter Gordon. He
and an offering of gratitude
enced, by the grace of God, a
to God. The inner sleeve of
tirelessly honed his techspiritual awakening which was the album includes an
nique, poring through pracaddress to the listener,
tice books such as Sloto lead me to a richer, fuller,
nimsky's Thesaurus of Scales
by Coltrane. It reads,
written
more productive life . ... This
in part: "During the year, I
and Patterns. He also honed
album is a humble offering to
his craft as a sideman with
experienced, by the grace of
Him. An attempt to say
God, a spiritual awakening
Dizzy Gilespie, Johnny Hod'THANK YOU GOD' through
ges, Miles Davis and other
which was to lead me to a
established band leaders.
our work even as we do in our richer, fuller, more producThe other image is that
hearts and with our tongues.'' tive life .... This album is a
humble offering to Him. An
of John Coltrane, the distinctive voice, the seeker
attempt to say 'THANK YOU
and explorer. Throughout his career Coltrane was
GOD' through our work even as we do in our
continually pushing at the boundaries of the tradihearts and with our tongues."
tion he received, exploring new harmonies, new
Many have responded to Coltrane's musical
musical structures and new groupings of instrutestimony. Musicians and listeners interviewed in
ments. He mastered the idiom of Charlie Parker
Kahn's book draw attention to the reverential and
prayerful quality of the work. A number indicate
and other bebop greats, and then refused to repeat
that they have found A Love Supreme to be not only
stock bebop phrases and devices in his solos.
musically compelling, but spiritually profound.
Instead he continued experimenting-pushing
There are, no doubt, many different reasons that
beyond what he had received, looking for an indisome discern a "spiritual" or transcendent quality
vidual voice as an instrumentalist. To his repertoire
in the recording. Whatever these reasons,
of bop scales and standard arpeggios, he added
Coltrane's identification of the work as a prayer is
modal harmonies, squeals, growls, rasps, multionly credible to the listener because the piece
phonics, and jagged melodic leaps.
reflects both of the poles we have been discussing.
Because the recording reflects both the mastery of
LoVE SUPREME MARKS THE MEETING PO!Nf AS IT
a tradition and a personal appropriation of that tradition, it has resonance and plausibility as a statewere, of these two impulses-disciplined mastery
ment of devotion.
of tradition on the one hand, and creative innovation on the other. Coltrane's earlier recordings,
What we hear on the recording is not the truth
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of Christian dogma, not a portrayal of God's love.
Rather the Love Supreme we hear is Coltrane's
supreme love for and devotion to his craft. We hear
a lifetime of practice and listening and study
poured out as an offering to God. If this prayer did
not arise from the tradition which informed it, it
would be a cheap and superficial offering. At the
same time, if it were only facility in an established
idiom, if it were only a repetition of the scales practiced and the classic solos transcribed, then it
would not be Coltrane's offering at all, but simply
the rendering of product.
The paradox of artistry is that discipline is the
pre-requisite for self-expression. And, conversely,
the object of mastering another's voice is finding
one's own. Tradition and creativity stand in a complementary relationship to one another-the
former establishing the conditions for the latter,
the latter providing the telos of the former. Of
course, the same challenge of maintaining continuity with a living tradition faces communities of
faith. Part of what it means to say that I am a Christian is that I am walking along the way of another.
The path that has been marked out for me is not
my own; rather I am a follower of Jesus Christ. But
to say that I am a Christian also means that this
path is my own. It is not only the way of Christ, but
it has become my way, the path along which I will
travel. If I am to follow that way faithfully, I must
appropriate it personally, authentically, and in all
the particularities of my own situation.

pattern as it has developed, but to restate and
extend it into new territory. Great performances in
either domain-artistry or discipleship-will be
marked by a spontaneity given substance by discipline, and a faithfulness that strains toward artistry.
"I've always been an advocate of expanding
modern concepts in jazz," Branford Marsalis said
in a recent interview. "But I've felt this was best
done through the tradition .... This was the way I
thought it should be done, from talking to people
like Dizzy Gillespie and Herbie Hancock." Footsteps is an important recording for Marsalis. While
he has been bandleader on more than a dozen
releases, this CD is the first recording issued by his
own independent label, Marsalis Music. So for all
its awareness of tradition, Footsteps finds Marsalis
embark~ng on a new venture. Like others, he has
decided that the surest way forward is by studying
the steps of those who have gone before.

ANOTHER WAY OF SAYING ALL THIS IS THAT

In conjuction with Ashley Kahn's book, Impulse
Records has released a deluxe re-issue of Coltrane's
A Love Supreme, which includes newly remastered
versions of the tracks, extended notes, a live version
of the suite, and previously unavailable outtakes
from the original recording session.

artistic craft and Christian discipleship are both
imaginative activities, that is, dependent upon two
principle functions of imagination. Imagination,
on the one hand, allows us to identify pattern. We
regard a life, a community, a series of musical performances, and are able to discern in them a tradition (rather than simply a random collection of
happenings). At the same time, imagination enables
us to go beyond what is given; to see not only the

f
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Atul Gawande. Complications: A
Surgeon's Notes on an Imperfect
Science. New York: Metropolitan
Books, 2002.
Atul Gawande was a surgical
resident when he wrote these
essays, training to make precise
cuts on human flesh, learning to
look inside the body without
looking away, and drilling to make
proficient invasions into the body.
A surgeon must learn competence
and courage. But a surgeon must
also learn to deal with mistakes and
mystery, with death and suffering,
with tragedy. One way to deal with
such "complications," of course, is
denial. Then the art of surgery is
reduced to technique; the surgeon,
to technician; and the patient,
sadly, to the pathology. Gawande
has chosen instead to write about
them, and he writes about them
with words as precise as the surgeon's skills, with a fine eye for the
humanity of medicine and of his
patients, and with proficient explorations into an imperfect science.
He calls these essays "notes," after
the record keeping that attends
surgery, but they are sometimes
almost musical. Observers of medtcme
are
quickly
enough
impressed by the complicated
technology and science it utilizes,
but behind the science and the
technology, medicine is still a very
human enterprise.
Gawande attends to the
humanity of medicine and to the
ways the humanity of medicine
complicates things. In the book's
32,33
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three parts, he explores three kinds
of "complications." The first part
of the book attends to the
humanity-and the fallibility-of
doctors. The second part deals
with the humanity of patients, with
how they refuse to behave quite
like laboratory specimens, with the
puzzle about how to treat them.
And the third part deals with the
large topic of how much we don't
know, with "uncertainty itself."
In the first part of the book,
called "Fallibility," there are
essays on how a surgeon learns his
skills by practicing on patients, on
why computers are sometimes
better at diagnostic decisions but
cannot substitute for doctors, on
medical mistakes, on medical conventions, and on the burnout and
impairment of physicians. Each
essay is fascinating and instructive, but the first of them, where
Gawande tells of the novice
learning surgery, is especially brilliant-and disturbing.
In surgery, as in anything
else, skill and confidence are
learned through experiencehaltingly and humiliatingly. Like
the tennis player and the oboist
and the guy who fixes hard drives,
we need practice to get good at
what we do. There is one difference in medicine, though : it
is people we practice on (18).

One might wish that he had
paused to observe that this is a
reason for gratitude to patients.
Perhaps the point is obvious,

although we frequently overlook
the obvious. That omission, however, is made up for by much honesty. There is "a conflict between
the imperative to give patients the
best possible care and the need to
provide novices with experience"
(14). Novices learn most frequently
on the wards and clinics "popu-

There is cca conflict
between the imperative
to give patients the best
possible care and the
need to provide novices
with experience.,,
Novices learn most frequently on the wards
and clinics ccpopulated
by the poor, the uninsured, the drunk, and
the demented., And
ccthe perils of the
learning curve are
inescapable. ,
lated by the poor, the uninsured,
the drunk, and the demented" (14).
And "the perils of the learning
curve are inescapable" (16). There
is even honesty about the lack of
honesty in talking with patients.
When a novice says to a patient,
"I'll be assisting your surgeon," it
is not exactly a lie, but it isn't
exactly the truth either. The novice
holds the knife and makes the cuts;
the novice is there to "assist" but
also to "practice" (13). "Learning
must be stolen," Gawande says

(32). Few patients give "informed
consent" to the procedures that
make them the object on which a
novice learns.
To such disturbing honesty is
joined a sense of the limits of an
ethic of individual autonomy to
nurture a worthy medicine in a
worthy society. Gawande does not
offer a compelling alternative, but
by acknowledging both the necessity of training and the inequities of
the current practice, he forces the
reader to consider an alternative. If
choice cannot go to everyone," he
says, "maybe it is better when it is
not allowed at all" (33). Perhaps
attention to gratitude-both the
appropriate gratitude of doctors to
patients and the appropriate gratitude of patients to a practice of
training novices-could provide a
clue or two after all.
In the second part of the book,
Gawande explores the humanity
of patients and calls it "Mystery."
It begins with an entertaining little
essay on superstitions, but the
essays that follow are, if less entertaining, more compelling. He tells
the story of a man with chronic
and incapacitating back pain that
had no physical explanation and,
in the process, calls attention to
"the social etiology" of much
chronic pain.
He tells the story of a pregnant
woman with unrelenting nausea
and, along the way, attends not
only to the development of promising pharmaceuticals but also to
the distinction between symptom
and suffering. Sometimes and for
some patients, he says,
simply receiving a measure
of understanding-Qf
knowing what the source of
the misery is, seeing its
meaning in a different way,
or just coming to accept that

we cannot always tame
nature-<:an be enough to
control their suffering. A
doctor can still help, even
when medications have
failed (144).
Such, at least, was the experience of this young woman; "with
time, she came to see her trials as
simply the price she had to pay for
this remarkable joy [of carrying
twins]. She gave up looking for
silver bullets" {145). The nausea
and the vomiting continued, but
she was not defeated by them.
He tells the fascinating story of
a newscaster whose blushing was
so severe that she could not function in her job. She finally resorted
to surgery to put a stop to her
blushing, and it worked, but then
she became self-conscious and
"ashamed" about having had the
surgery and grew depressed. "One
wants to know," Gawande comments, "whether, in the end, her
troubles were physical or psychological. But it is a question as
impossible to answer as whether a
blush is physical or mental-or, for
that matter, whether a person is.
Everyone is both, inseparable even
by a surgeon's blade" {160).
In the final essay in this part of
the book, Gawande tells the story
of an obese man who was treated
successfully with gastric-bypass
surgery. Gawande celebrates the
success but worries about the use
of such surgery in a culture that not
only identifies fatness with failure
and finds get-thin-quick promises
irresistible but also expects
progress in medicine to be
unequivocal. "But of course it
rarely is" (183).
The final part of the book,
called "Uncertainty," opens with an
essay on autopsies. Autopsies
reveal that the proper diagnosis has

been missed about forty percent of
the time. Gawande thinks medicine
could improve on this statistic
(although it hasn't improved very
much during the last sixty years), but
he also admits that there is a "necessary fallibility" that attends things
like meteorology and medicine (198,
citing the famous essay by Gorovitz
and Macintyre). It is the theme of
this final section that medicine isand will remain-an "imperfect science" (251). There simply is a lot
that we do not know-and cannot
know-with certainty.
Hidden among the essays on
"Uncertainty" is one splendid
essay that returns to the issue of
individual autonomy and challenges one of the "certainties" of
conventional medical ethics. In
this essay, called "Whose Body Is
It, Anyway?," Gawande tells the
story of "consenting" a patient,
of getting a patient to sign a consent form, and explores the conventional wisdom concerning
patient autonomy.
Our contemporary medical credo has made us exquisitely attuned to the requirements of patient autonomy. But
there are still times-and they
are more frequent than we
readily admit-when a doctor
has to steer patients to do
what's right for themselves.
This is a controversial suggestion. People are rightly suspicious of those who claim to
know better than they do
what's best for them. But a
good physician cannot simply
stand aside when patients make
bad or self-defeating decision decisions that go against their
deepest goals (216).

It is not that he advocates a
return to physician paternalism,

but he does insist that promoting
patient autonomy "as a kind of
ultimate value in medicine" is
"ill-suited both to a caring relationship between doctor and
patient and to the reality of medical care" (223). He advocates
kindness to the patient, attention
to the patient's suffering as well
as to the patient's pathology,
refusing to reduce the patient to
either manipulable nature or to
mere capacities for choice; "the
real task," he says, "isn't to
banish paternalism; the real task
is to preserve kindness" (224).
Surgeons encounter death
and tragedy. But to see tragedy
and not to look away takes
courage. To speak of the limits of
bodies and of medicine takes
humility. And to see those limits
and to wring from them something of beauty and truth, that
takes wisdom. Gawande has
done that. A good surgeon moves
beyond competence and technique; so has Gawande as a good
writer. He writes with the precision of a surgeon and with the
words of a poet. He attends to
the humanity of both doctors
and patients and to the complications when medicine encounters particular patients and their
stories. He writes with and of a
profound sympathy, a profound
"suffering-with," that at least
points toward what Christians
call "love." And he finally displays a medicine that is both less
perfect and more extraordinary
than we sometimes suppose.
Allen Verhey
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Bradley Birzer. ].R.R. Tolkien's
Sanctifying Myth: Understanding
Middle-earth. lSI, 2003.
To the choir of Tolkien fans, the
immense popularity of the first two
installments of Peter Jackson's
excellent film adaptation of The
Lord of the Rings signals the timeless attractiveness of these stories.
Sanctifying Myth, the work of
Hillsdale College history professor
Bradley Birzer, is an excellent
study of the timeless elements in
Middle-earth. I hesitate to use the
word "study" to describe this
work, even though it is intellectually sophisticated, spiritually
insightful, clearly organized, accessible in style, and furnished with
ample endnotes. I hesitate because
it is a fun read.
The complexity of the central
thesis suggests that the book was
not written for popular consumption. That it has gone into a second
printing does not surprise me.
Consider this "thesis": "To enter
faerie-that is, a sacramental and
liturgical understanding of creation-is to open oneself to the
gradual discovery of beauty, truth,
excellence" (xix). In rather short
compass, Birzer unpacks this thesis
by discussing Tolkien's life and
works, how myth reveals the deep
structure of creation, the nature of
heroism, the nature of evil, The
Lord of the Rings as a critique of
modernity, and a concluding meditation on grace.
Birzer argues that the timeless
attraction of The Lord of the Rings
is its sacramental and liturgical
character. Middle-earth is a sacramental and liturgical world where
we can feel the real presence of
beauty, truth, and excellence, and
we can especially feel their real
absence. This sacramental and
liturgical world has an appeal that,

in our world, the liturgy and sacraments do not have. Worship is generally thought of as boring, probably because, in our general experience, it is. What then does Birzer
recognize in the sacramental and
liturgical character of Middleearth that escapes our experience
of worship? Before I take up
Birzer's answer, let me anticipate

Myth-makers summon
up the vision of things
which are unseen but not
unreal. This is a task that
liturgy and sacraments
share-teaching us to
see, remember, and hope
for the important things
now obscured or forgotten. Tolkien, a practicing legend-maker and
practicing Catholic,
freely admitted that The
Lord of the Rings represented his Catholic
beliefs ccunder the cover
of cmythical and legendary dress. ,
an objection about Christianizing
Middle-earth.
Avid Tolkien readers and critics,
cringing at this liturgical-sacramental connection, might point
out his well-known dislike for religious literature that was nothing
more than "thinly disguised moral
allegory." They might point out
Tolkien's (unfair) criticism that
C.S. Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia
were exemplary of this kind of
wrong-headed writing. Whatever
else Tolkien criticized, he staunchly
maintained that myth, like nothing
else, revealed the deep moral order
of the creation. For example, in a

favorable comment on the way
that Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight filled this function, Tolkien
asserted that myth was the best
"medium for moral teaching"
(xxi). Moral teaching is not moralizing. It is a medium to teach us
to lay hold of that reality which
"lies beyond and behind our tangible world" (xxiv). Not everyone
sees this reality but only those
who are "open to it" and "willing
to accept it as a freely given gift"
(137). Because we need help
seeing this deep structure, Tolkien
writes, "Blessed are the legendmakers with their rhyme." Mythmakers summon up the vision of
things which are unseen but not
unreal. This is a task that liturgy
and sacraments share-teaching
us to see, remember, and hope for
the important things now
obscured or forgotten. Tolkien, a
practicing legend-maker and practicing Catholic, freely admitted
that The Lord of the Rings represented his Catholic beliefs "under
the cover of 'mythical and legendary dress"' (41).
What is the essence of this deep
structure hidden in the liturgy and
sacraments? It is sung in the Glory
in Excelsis (one of the songs of the
liturgy); the chief purpose of life is
to give praise and thanks (138). To
rightly understand our lives, the
movement of time (the liturgical)
and the meaning of things (the
sacramental) must be revealed.
When we see rightly, we join the
chorus of created things-"all
mountains and hills, all orchards
and forests, all things that creep
and birds on the wing" -praising
God in time. Because the sacraments attach uncommon promise
to common elements, they teach us
to see in, with, and under the surface. Not for nothing the evil
Sauron is embodied as a gigantic

Eye that sees everything but overlooks the most important thing;
the hobbit is his mortal enemy.
Things and persons are not as
they seem.
When the future of Middleearth is held in the balance as the
forces of evil prepare for the final
devastation, what hero should step
forward? Neither the majestic
Aragon or the powerful Gandalf
will do. This is not a power-play;
it's a Passion play. The defeat of the
seemingly insurmountable forces
of evil rests on Frodo, the halfling
hobbit, getting rid of, rather than
obtaining, the ring. By character
and cultivation, the hobbit is best
suited to travel a path made bitter
by the external demands of the

Evil can only destroy
the good that was once
given as a gift. Middleearth teaches us how the
duty of vocation is
transformed into the joy
of our desires, and it
shows us the fearful
deformation for refusing
this vocation. Transformation and deformation
are equally inspiring and
terrifying.
quest and the internal temptation
to seize the ring. In spite of his
virtues, Frodo finally falls to the
temptation to seize the ring, but the
fall is felicitous. This triumph of
lust does not last because it is
overcome by Gollum, who, in
greater lust and greater viciousness, bites off Frodo's ring finger
and falls to his doom. In this
world (and in ours?) there is hope
because, as Tolkien said, "evil
labours with vast power and per-

petual success-in vain: preparing
always only the soil for unexpected good to sprout in" (57).
In his mythology, ugliness is
embodied in the violence and crudity of the Orcs and the mechanized destructiveness of Mordor.
The Orcs (demons) are "servants of
the Dark Power" who hate the light
and treat beauty with contempt
(94). They "'make no beautiful
things, but they make many clever
ones."' They can tunnel and mine
like the dwarves, but their work
lacks dignity. It is dirty and untidy
and better left to prisoners and
slaves who are worked "until they
die for want of air and light." They
do not delight in creation or in
being co-creators, but delight in
death and have devised ingenious
machines '"for killing large numbers at once'"(94). Their origin is
disturbing. They were Elves, taken
prisoner and '"by the slow arts of
cruelty... corrupted and enslaved."'
Evil, in the end, is always
deforming of persons and places.
The Ore is the hideous mockery of
the once dazzling Elf, Smeagle
becomes Gollum, and Saruman,
once the ally of good, now "'has a
mind of metal and wheels; and he
does not care for growing things,
except as far as they serve him for
the moment"' (113). Evil can only
destroy the good that was once
given as a gift. Middle-earth
teaches us how the duty of vocation is transformed into the joy of
our desires, and it shows us the
fearful deformation for refusing
this vocation. Transformation and
deformation are equally inspiring
and terrifying.
Middle-earth is a hopeful world
that cultivates a hopeful imagination. Myth's capacity for enchantment was Tolkien's way of dealing
with his disenchantment with
modernity. In 1968 Tolkien com-

-

mented on his expenence of
trench warfare in World War I
stating, '"I remembered miles and
miles of seething, tortured earth,
perhaps best described in the
chapters about the approaches to
Mordor. It was a searing experience'" (2-3). C.S. Lewis observed
that Tolkien's descriptions of the
nauseating reality of war could
only come from one "who had
witnessed the trenches of war
firsthand" (114). While experiencing the "orgy of death and cruelty," Tolkien took refuge in the
potency of language, creating the
details of his myth as a cathartic
relief from the war. The Lord of
the Rings was Tolkien's effort to
reinvigorate an increasingly ugly
and violent modern world. If
nothing else, the images created
by his myth could be called up to
express his outrage at the modern
world, as he did upon hearing of
the dropping of the Atomic Bomb,
stating, "'The utter folly of these
lunatic physicists ... calmly plotting the destruction of the world.
(They are) allies of Mordor"'
(110).
Tolkien believed that myth
could, in some way, rationalize
evil and prevent it from further
festering. It was his hope against
hope that the myth might provide
a "secondary world" of the imagination to counter "dryness and
devastation" left in the wake of
modernity. It does not seem too
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far-fetched to see a parallel
between Tolkien's Middle-earth
and Karl Barth's six-million-word
Church Dogmatics. David Ford
observes that Barth's aim was to
articulate, "what a 'habitable'
Christian theology is like"; what
it is like for moderns to inhabit the
"strange world of the Bible."
Tolkien and Barth published imaginative alternative worlds to the
real insanity of modernity. Not to
publish was to perish.
I still wonder why the strange
world of Middle-earth is attractive in ways that the strange
world of the Bible is not-at least
as that strange world is present in
our churches? It might be that we
have lost sight of this world's
story, and so, we can no longer
see how we can believe in beauty,
truth, and excellence. To say that
Middle-earth is a sacramental
and liturgical world is to say that
it is a world of meaning and
morality, where time and things
really do matter. Middle-earth is
a story we inhabit. As episodes
and characters develop, we are
drawn into the story's understanding of beauty, truth, and
excellence, so that we feel real
sorrow at the destruction of these
goods and in the deformation of
persons and places. Drawn into
the story, we see ourselves
choosing to be on the right side,
even if it is not the winning side.
Inside this story, we can see and

- - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - -

admire the keeping of commitments, especially when they defy
cost/benefit analysis. Is it too
much to hope that Middle-earth
could awaken in us the feeling of
what it is like to live in a world
where being on the side of
beauty, truth, and excellence is
more important than all else?
Perhaps the popularity of The
Lord of the Rings is the first stirring of souls bored to death by
disenchanted pragmatism and
desiring the enchantment of the
sacramental and liturgical world
of the Bible. For those of us who
live in the sacramental and liturgical world of the Bible, Birzer
renews our appreciation for the
way the liturgy and sacraments
train us to see our world with the
vision of mythmakers:
They have seen Death and
ultimate defeat,
and yet they would not in
despair retreat,
but oft to victory have
turned the lyre
and kindled hearts with
legendary fire,
illuminating Now and
dark Hath-been
with light of sun as yet by
no man seen.
(Mythopoeia)

David K. Weber
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how to think about technology
Chuck Huff

Is

EMAIL GOOD oR BAD?

Is

TECHNOLOGY ALIEN-

ating us from each other? Will technology do away
with middle management? Are computers invading
our privacy? Which laptop computer is fastest? All
these are examples of bad questions about technology. They make simplistic assumptions about
technology that obscure more than they enlighten.
I want to suggest some tools for avoiding simplistic thinking about technology and its effects.
They are simple tools, really, amounting mostly to
insisting on an awareness of the context in which a
technology is produced and used. They are, I
believe, most beneficial, for all their simplicity.
Let's take an easy example first, the matter of
the processor speed in your computer. There is a
rush on these days to market the laptop computer
with the fastest processor speed, and you can see it
in ads that plump for "blazing" or "blindingly fast"
or "a full 1.4 gig" of speed. (A gig is not a Scottish
dance or a date to play jazz at a club). Many
technophiles suffer from processor envy when they
discover that their six-month-old machine has now
been passed by. Get used to this-if you can buy a
computer on the market, it is assuredly already
out of date.
So, what's the rush? The easy marketing
answer is that faster processor speed means your
computer runs faster and you get your work done
faster. But neither of these is really true. Even in
basic benchmarks of speed, much more is involved
than just processor speed. But the biggest leap of
imagination runs from "faster processor" to "get
your work done faster." Think for a moment about
what "your work" is. What do you do in a day?
How much of that really will be enhanced by a
faster computer?
There are certainly other things about your
computer that might make your work-day easier
or even more efficient. It might be easier to use. It
might crash less. It might be better suited to the

particular tasks you do (like gathering information
from various sources and combining it in a persuasive fashion). None of these improvements necessarily involves increases in speed. Some may
require specialized software.
These days more processor speed is only necessary for those who play expensive video games,
but even these folks could benefit from other
improvements (like video cards). Most office
workers need software and hardware that is
matched to their particular purposes rather than
additional speed.
So, here is a first rule: The value of the technology depends on its fit with a particular purpose.
The speed wars among computer manufacturers are
driven by marketing rather than by serious concern
with making your office more efficient. If you can
get a system that does what you need and fits within
your personal system well, cherish it. Like fitting
rice farmers in Asia with tractors, fast computing is
for many not the most appropriate computing.

HERE

rs A HARDER EXAMPLE. Is EMAIL Goon OR

bad? Early reports of electronic mail suggested that
it was helping to "flatten" organizations by encouraging more equal communication in the business
hierarchy. Some reports in the last few years have
suggested that people who use email extensively at
home are more likely to suffer from depression.
Others have said that email is leading to alienation
among people who "send messages" rather than
really conversing. In a recent incident, a young man
in Arizona took massive doses of drugs while chatting online with friends who egged him on to further excess. He died as his cheerleaders watched
his typing become incoherent and eventually cease
altogether. They then continued an online discussion about whether they were complicit in the
death. But in another incident in Canada, a woman

who was a regular in a chat room at a gambling site
had a seizure but was able to type "911" on her keyboard before succumbing. Her online partners
quickly organized a rescue effort, pieced together
information to determine her location, and called
local police. Paramedics found her (still alive) on
the floor in front of her computer. Her online
friends had saved her life.
So is email good or bad? The flippant answer
is "yes." Email has been shown to facilitate some
good things (online support and interest groups,
grass roots political organization, communication
in distributed organizations) and to contribute to
some bad things (intrusive supervision of email
content, communication without the personal connection, intolerant "flaming" communication).

D

OES OUR EARLIER RULE OF FIT TO PURPOSE

make things more clear? In a way. If we ask, "does
email match the purpose well in these examples?"
we are quickly led to the next question: "Whose
purpose? Which purpose?" Employers and
employees often have quite different purposes.
And employees and employers usually have more
than one purpose when they are engaged in an
action. You usually have more than one purpose
when you decide which laptop you are going to buy
(facilitate doing work at home, convincing yourself you are up-to-date, getting a machine the kids
can use).
Deciding fit to purpose gets complicated
quickly as it expands to cover the complexities of
our lives. For simple questions that can easily be
phrased in terms of efficiency, fit to purpose works
well. But for almost all real world applications of
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technology, we need to consider the technology in
its broader social context.
So, here is the second rule for thinking about
technology: Think broadly about purposes and
goals. To do this, of course, you are much better
off thinking about a particular implementation of a
technology (e.g., email as it is used in this organization) rather than the global phenomenon of electronic communication.
This second rule has an unexpected advantage.
It makes regular people, rather than the priesthood
of technology, the experts on the value of technology because thoughtful people within an organization know far more about how that organization works and communicates than do the technopriests. Notice my qualification-thoughtful
people. It is often easier to leave technological decisions to those who have the most technological
expertise. However, these may not be the best
people to identify the broad range of purposes and
goals of all the people who will be involved in the
oversight and use of the technology.
A proper understanding of the value of a technology requires listening to the real people who
use it, in all their diversity of goals, purposes, and
opinions. Don't leave thinking about technology
to the experts-or better still, recognize and
develop your own expertise in the human aspect of
technology. Humans are, ultimately, the purpose
of the technology.

f

Chuck Huff is on leave from the Department of Psychology at St. Olaf College, thinking about computers
and social relations while in Leicester, England.
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thoughts on youth ministry
Thomas C. Willadsen

I

RINK.
"Sk8ter Boy" just came on and I desperately
want to skate to this song, but I cannot because I
am guarding Nick and Andrew's Fun Dips, their
treats for this skating outing.
Sometimes on youth outings at moments like
this I say to myself "For this I learned Hebrew," as
a way of getting perspective on youth ministry and
to tell myself that it's all really beneath me.
Except it's not.
I like roller skating with my youth group, I
really do. Three years ago when I realized that I was
enjoying myself making slow counterclockwise circuits around the rink I was surprised and terrified.
For me roller skating meant those peer pressure-clouded days of seventh grade, of bravely
holding Debbie MacGregor's hand during a "couples only moonlight," of arranging a car pool to
the rink and another to get everyone home, the
threat of mortal embarrassment if I should fall or
trip, the cost of using my own money to do something that "everyone else" was doing that I didn't
particularly care for.
My mind changed suddenly, dramatically, one
May afternoon two years ago when I'd spent a very
trying week talking to the locksmith, the FBI and
our congregation's attorney about the threat that
our custodian posed to the church and community.
They didn't cover anything like that in seminary.
So when Sunday afternoon rolled around I was
exhausted but couldn't find someone to take my
place as a chaperon. At the rink I found something
that was seriously lacking in my life-intense sensory overload. The lights (yes, there was a twirling
disco ball), the sound (LOUD}, the complimentary
Pepsi given to those paying the group rate, even the
isolation caused by the sound, made skating a truly
cathartic experience. I had my epiphany as they
cued up Petula Clark's "Downtown." I am the only
AM SITI1NG IN THE Fox VAllEY RoLLER

person in Wisconsin who knows all the words to
"Downtown." It is the custom at the Fox Valley
Roller Rink to crouch down every time Petula belts
out "down." I belted out the whole song, almost
joined the band on air trumpet during the bridge,
and crouched at each "down."
This song, a paean to the virtues of clubs,
traffic, noise and urban splash, hit #1 in 1965,
about six months after the Watts riot. I've often
wanted to make a video featuring this song with
TV news clips of the urban conflagrations of the
mid-sixties. This thought returned to me as I
screamed "Downtown" and no one could hear me
because no one can hear anything on the Fox Valley
Roller Rink when they've got Petula Clark going at
full blast.
Nick and Andrew just returned from the rink
so I'll get to skate to about half of my new
favorite song.
He was a boy
She was a girl
Can I make it anymore obvious?

The sound is painful, still I turn my hearing
aids up all the way-I want it all! I sing, loudly, I'm
pretty sure. My song ends, I return to my table. A
seventh grade girl approaches me, "Pastor Tom,
you wanna play air hockey?"
"OK." I say, "You will lose." I'm not being
smug, or snotty, I just kick ass at air hockey, especially against junior high kids. I'm undefeated in
twelve years of ministry. I race to a 5-2 lead, then
we switch sides so we can play longer. When the
machine stops because we've played too long, the
scoreboard shows a score of 5-5.
"Look, it's a tie!" I tell her.
She gives me a half smile and goes back
to skate.

OoH, Now

THEY'RE PLAYING "THE LOCO-

Motion!" You need a group of four skating in a line
to be on the rink. I look quickly. I really, really want
to make a "chug-a-chug-a motion like a railroad
train now." I find Andrew and Nick, they owe
me-and there's Andrew's mother who wins the
Good Sport Award by agreeing to complete our
train. The kids skate too fast for me, I give them
my "Pastor Tom's knee isn't capable of this kind of
punishment, you whippersnappers" speech. They
slow down for me. I am disappointed that we're
skating to the Kylie Minogue version of "The LocoMotion;" I would prefer Grand Funk Railroad's
version. No one in my group has even heard of
Grand Funk Railroad; even the parents claim ignorance. I am getting older.
They play the theme from Ghostbusters, this
time the suggested crowd response is shouting along
with Ray Parker Jr., "Ghostbusters!" I do, lustily.
And I am transported back to the summer of 1984,
"The Good Summer," aka "The Summer of That
Damn 'Ghostbusters' Song," when my only worries
were not oversleeping, not paying more than $.89
for a can of Beefaroni, and Ryne Sandberg's health.
It was my first summer away from home, I was living
in Chicago, and my beloved Cubs were on their way
to their first division title. All this is recalled by
shouting "Ghostbusters." The fake fog they pump
down from the ceiling aids my reverie.
Roller skating with the youth group is really
the perfect activity, since there are chances to sit
and talk and interact with kids, but also chances to
avoid interacting with anyone. It is simply impos-
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sible to carry on a conversation on the skating rink.
Everyone can regulate how much social interaction
they want. Given the volume of the music, extroverts and introverts can enjoy skating equally. Since
skating is physical, we are able to get our "hops"
out on a snow-free January afternoon, when we'd
planned to go sledding.

M O R E THAN ANYTHING ELSE, I VIEW YOUTH
group activities as a time to play with kids and let
them get to know me. Many of our kids do not
have fathers or see their fathers only every other
weekend. I think just playing together, letting kids
know there's another adult in their life whom they
can trust, is worth spending a Sunday afternoon
getting blisters and making my ears ring. Singing
"Downtown" and whipping a couple of them at air
hockey are mere bonuses, some of the few perks
we clergy enjoy.
Before we load up the van and return to
Oshkosh we have to do the Hokey Pokey. It's the
law. As I'm shaking about my right elbow, I'm
thinking back to my nursery school days in
Peoria, Illinois, where I was first exposed to this
ritual. Now, thirty-four years later this question
nags me, "What if the Hokey Pokey really is what
it's all about?"
If it is, I'm glad my youth group knows that I
know what's really important.

f

The Rev. Mr. Tom Willadsen has written for The
Cresset since 1996, sharing experiences from his
home in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
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Kazakhstan's corruption
Liz Wuerffel

K

AZAKHSTAN IS A REMARKABLY CORRUPT

country. Although corruption is high in most of the
former Soviet Republics, it is especially noticeable
in Kazakhstan. In fact, in a 2001 Corruption Index,
Kazakhstan received a measly 2.3 of 10 points (10
being the most clean, 0 most corrupt), with a
poorer score than even neighboring countries such
as Uzbekistan (2.9) and Russia (2.7). Although it is
a developing "democratic" Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) country, and the most liberal and least extreme of the Islamic Central Asian
Republics, this corruption threatens to undermine
Kazakhstan's progress towards the achievement of
a genuinely democratic and capitalistic society.
The Soviet Union had its corruption, of course,
from political offices to store clerks. High political
positions were used to move oneself or close
friends to the top of lists for attaining apartments.
When lines were long and products scarce, it was
not uncommon for store clerks to weigh products
(for example, meat and cheese) to be sold slightly
heavier than they actually were in order to take
home free portions at the end of the day. It is only
normal that after Kazakhstan declared independence in 1991, many of these practices continue.
Now, when vegetables, meats and cheeses are
abundant, money, not products, is the desired
good. For government officials, apartments are not
hard to attain, but money is. And for most government jobs, the pay is now ridiculously low. (The
average wage in Kazakhstan is around $120 per
month. Most government jobs are between $40
and $100 per month. This includes occupations
such as teachers, doctors, and police.) Bribery is
the easiest route to increasing one's pay to a still
nominal amount. Thus, police take bribes in place
of more expensive and bothersome traffic tickets,
creating a deficit in funds for road maintenance
and repair, and teachers and professors take bribes
for better grades, undermining confidence in edu

cational institutions with the result that there is
little hope for students' diplomas to be recognized
at an international level.
But why is Kazakhstan an even more corrupt
country than, say, Russia? Kazakhstan has no
strong Mafia, no New Russians. Kazakhstan has a
dictator-like President, voted into office using
questionable election procedures and thus giving
no chance for the competition. (I have spoken with
young adults who were students at the time of the
last presidential election. They were told by professors to vote for Nazarbayev, able to hang posters
for extra credit, and told they would be failed or
expelled if they were seen at any protest against
Nazarbayev.) President Nursultan Nazarbayev has
been in power since Independence, and, although
technically there are opposing political parties,
none has much of a voice.

G O V ERNMENT JOBS ARE LOW PAYING AND

private sector jobs are extremely hard to find, with
unemployment skyrocketing (10% unemployment
in 2001). Additionally, new legislation raises the
status of Kazakhs and lowers the status of the
former "Big Brother"-the Russians-and other
nationalities. The Kazakh culture has a longstanding tradition of providing for the family, even
very distant family. Now that more Kazakhs are in
positions of power in government and businesses,
job vacancies are often reserved for family, even if
other candidates are more qualified for a position.
Non-governmental (non-profit) organizations are
springing up, but with a financial dependency on
donor organizations and government aversion for
such organizations, pay is low and risk high. In
these circumstances, in order to survive, improve
,or prosper, it is easiest, most efficient, and practically risk-free to use and support corrupt practices. Though much is the same in Russia, the

rights abuses in Kazakhstan. Following the attacks,
it became of political importance to have access to
land for the U.S. military in Central Asia. As did
other Central Asian governments, Kazakhstan
offered land and "anything the U.S. might need"
for military support. Since then, the human rights
abuses have continued and the U.S. government has
turned a blind eye.
T
E GOVERNMENT AND THE MEDIA ARE THE PRIME
This past fall Sergey Duvanov, a noted Kazacatalysts for tackling issues of corruption, for govkhstani journalist and human rights defender, was
ernment can enforce anti-corruption laws and the
arrested just before a scheduled trip to the United
media can research and report on corrupt activities, bringing unwanted national and international
States to participate in a human rights conference.
He was charged with raping a
attention. Unfortunately, Kazakhstan has
It is pointless to look toward minor and was detained in prison
a weak government
with no right to an attorney. It has
the government for action
come to light that the alleged victim
where, although some
against corruption, at least
and her mother are prostitutes. Suslegislation
exists
during this time of political
making corrupt pracpicions of bribery for the daughter
dictatorship.
And
the
national
to make such an accusation are
tices illegal, the laws
are only used to prosmedia is too tightly controlled high, and the arrest proceedings are
believed to have been unlawful.
ecute when it is beneand repressed by the governThough the Organization for Secuficial to the ruling govment for much coverage on
rity and Cooperation in Europe
ernment. A number of
this issue. The most promising (OSCE) criticized the irregular propolitical opponents
attack on corruption comes
ceedings and lack of evidence and
and potential presicalled for a quick appeal, Duvanov
dential
candidates
from aid organizations and
have been imprisoned
was
convicted and sentenced to
foreign businesses investing in
on charges of past corKazakhstan and international three and a half years in prison.
Before the
trial,
President
ruption, but rather
media
coverage.
Nazarbayev, himself, publicly
than being a response
voiced his opinion that Duvanov
to corruption, this is
simply a quick method to rid oneself of opponents
was guilty. Strangely enough, just a few months earlier, Duvanov was beaten and severely injured prior
while creating a facade of integrity.
to a planned trip to Warsaw to speak at a human
President Nazarbayev and his family literally
own or are connected to nearly all of the inderights conference. The perpetrators of the assault
pendent media sources. One of his daughters and
have not yet been found.
sons-in-law own the media station "Khabar,"
broadcasting two TV channels. And the
THER SUCH IMPRISONMENT OR ASSAULT CASES
Nazarbayev family has major stakes and claims in
both the banking industry and the oil industry. It is
abound, especially when a journalist or independent media source criticizes the President, elecknown that Nazarbayev has a number of Swiss
tions, human right abuses, or corruption. Opposibank accounts and he is rumored to be one of the
tion party leaders have been beaten, imprisoned,
10 richest persons in the world. And he's not going
and even killed. Being imprisoned is one of the easanywhere. How can one keep this strong a grasp
iest tactics the government can use against journalon the presidency and country, if not by consenting
ists and opposition party members, especially now
to (or simply not preventing) further corruption?
that an article in the Criminal Code has been added
stating that, "any insult of the honor and dignity of
the President is subject to criminal prosecution."
R
GRETTABLY, THE u.s., TOO, HAS PLAYED A PART
And threats and assaults are used readily, as any
in the intensification of corruption. Before the 9/11
police investigation of these acts leads nowhere. In
attacks, the US was noting and condemning human

Russian government under President Putin has
more actively begun enforcing anti-corruption
laws, perhaps in response to international criticism, and as a slow but necessary move to
strengthen the government.

0
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one case, Marina Soloveva, a former director of an
independent television station, was attacked and
received a broken arm. In the follow-up investigation, no crime was found to have been committed, and the police charged her with making
false accusations.

IT IS POINTLESS TO LOOK TOWARD THE GOVERNMENT

for action against corruption, at least during this
time of political dictatorship. And the national
media is too tightly controlled and repressed by the
government for much coverage on this issue. The
most promising attack on corruption comes from
aid organizations and foreign businesses investing
in Kazakhstan and from international media coverage. Organizations such as UNESCO, SOROS,
USAID and the World Bank donate financial aid to
non-governmental organizations and business
projects and often provide training to governmental and private sector workers. Such international aid organizations offer grants and loans,
which are highly desired but do not come freelya strong attention to budgetary accuracy and visible project results are necessary in order to be considered for future projects. Those seeking funding
learn quickly that honest practices bolster the organization's growth and longevity.

International media coverage on the problems of corruption and foreign pressure can
also assist in creating a less corrupt society by
pressuring the government. Such strategies
have worked, to some extent, in Russia, perhaps by "humiliating" those in power, and certainly by presenting a bleak and disconcerting
picture of government and business practices
to potential investors.
In the midst of corruption, the majority of the
Kazakshtani population find themselves worse off
than before Independence, with little hope for
improved lives. Hence, many feel compelled to
turn to corrupt practices to raise their standard of
living. An exploiting government cannot stimulate healthy economic growth and sustainable
practices, nor is it in its interest to do so. And so
change must begin, and is beginning, in areas further away from the government, where invested
interest can be found-private businesses and
non-governmental organizations who want and
need international assistance. f

Liz Wuerffel has recently returned from Kazakhstan
where she worked for the Peace Corps.

MECHANISM
The icemaker doesn't make ice.
Each day, at precise intervals,
the couple can hear the mechanism
move through its cycles-sudden buzz
as though inside a hand turned a switch
that freed the current from its bolt,
its hum sliding past grommet and sleeve;
then the sensor arm snapping down,
announcing the cold arrival.
Like the freezer had laid an egg.
And no climate to fix the machine
that fills and fills its empty tray
for years in childless kitchen.

Daniel Tobin
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the art of the foot pursuit
A.P.

"Everybody runs."
-Tom Cruise, Minority Report

I

N THE COURSE OF POLICE WORK, COpS CHASE

suspects on foot. There's more to that than one
might think. Here's how it works.
When a suspect runs from you, it's best to first
shout, "Stop, police!" as loud as you can. It sounds
sort of corny (is a suspect really going to stop just
because you said so?). But it's a good thing to
include in your reports afterwards if you are sue-·
cessful. Besides, maybe you're confused, and this
person you see is just a jogger.
You also have to do some threat assessment. Is
this a twelve-year-old, running merely because he's
a truant? You may decide not to run after the wayward youth. Otherwise, the chase is on.
Next, as you pursue, radio in the suspect's
direction of travel and description from head to
toe. A good radio broadcast might go something
like this: "Squad 90, foot pursuit. Subject is southbound in the 1800 block alley between 19th and
20th streets. White male in his thirties, white baseball hat, gray hooded sweatshirt, black pants, red
shoes." Getting the color of the pants and shoes is
important for identification purposes, particularly
if the shoes aren't a common color. Criminals like
to shed clothing as they run or turn a reversible
jacket inside-out, but they don't often take their
shoes off and rarely do they shed their pants, unless
they're wearing shorts underneath.
Maybe you chased the above-mentioned suspect through some muddy backyards and lost sight
of him, but you see another guy who matches the
physical description of the suspect. The only
problem is, this guy isn't wearing a gray
hooded sweatshirt, he's wearing a white T-shirt
and he doesn't have a baseball cap. Is it the same
guy? (You don't always see the faces of the people
you chase). Well, wait a minute. This guy is
44145
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sweating profusely and breathing hard, and the
cuffs of his black pants are spattered with mud.
And it's sort of cold to be walking around in only a
T-shirt. And he's got red shoes on. Ah hah! It's him.
He just ditched the sweatshirt and hat.

KNOWING YOUR LOCATION IS KEY IN A FOOT PUR-

suit. If you corner the suspect, you need to tell
other officers in the area exactly where you are,
especially if the suspect wants to fight you.
(Although I've known cops who have finally caught
up to a suspect, have had no idea where they were,
and have asked the suspect where they were, and
the suspect gave them the correct location. It's
worth a shot, I suppose.) Knowing your exact location is a little harder than it sounds. Try this. Drive
to a neighborhood that you are only somewhat
familiar with. Pull over to the curb at some random
spot, get out of your car, and sprint down the
street. Cut through some backyards and loop
around a house or two. Turn right somewhere,
then turn left at some point. Run at least three
blocks. Make sure to end up in an alley where you
can't see any street signs and none of the garages
have addresses on them, as is in the case in many
inner-city alleys. Then stop and give your precise
location out loud. How'd you do? Were you off by
a block or two? Three? Four? Would it take a
crack squadron of park rangers to locate you?

IT'S ALSO HARD TO RUN WITH POLICE GEAR ON. IT'S

heavy. The typical equipment belt has a loaded
handgun, two spare ammunition magazines, a
radio, an expandable baton, a long baton, a short
flashlight, a long flashlight, a container of pepper

spray, four belt keepers, and a glove pouch. The
belt also has a tendency, due to all the equipment
protruding from it, to snag on things, like fences.
That's how I lost the last guy I chased-not that
I'm making excuses.
Many hazards may threaten the officer during
a foot pursuit. Among them are low-hanging
branches, poor lighting, barbed wire, dogs, broken
glass, dogs, ice, dogs, clotheslines, dogs, dogs,
dogs, freakin' dogs. If you notice a pattern here,
it's because dogs are the bane of the police
officer's existence. Either they're in your way or
they're gnawing on your leg, or you're slipping on
their excrement.
Perhaps the most important principle of the
foot pursuit is this: if you lose sight of the runner,
the chase ends and the search begins. Everything
slows down. You proceed cautiously. The reason
for this is that suspects have been known to turn a
corner and then lie in wait to shoot the cop who is
blindly sprinting around the corner after them. If
you do lose sight of the suspect, it's good to keep
in mind that most people are right-handed, which
means that if they come to an intersection, they
tend to go right. Other than that, there's really no
telling what fleeing suspects might do. Sometimes
they hide under parked cars. Sometimes they
double back. They might run into their own house
or they might run into a friend's house. Or they
might give up and collapse in a pool of their own sweat
because the last time they ran was sixth grade track.

TIE

POLICE OFFICER MAY ENCOUNTER CITIZENS

during the pursuit. Some will enthusiastically tell
you which way the suspect ran. Some will intentionally give you misinformation, because they
don't like the police or because you're chasing
their cousin. During a recent foot pursuit, I chased
a high-stepping teenager past a housing project
full of people, out of which rose a collective cheer
of support for the suspect and a hail of derision
for me. I felt like a Chicago Bear at Lambeau.
So what do you do when you catch the suspect? Save the snickering comments about their
speed and agility, or lack thereof, for later. Ideally,
you want a suspect down on the ground on his
stomach where you can handcuff him in a controlled position. If the suspect seems disinclined to
cooperate, order him to the ground at gunpoint. If
he's still running when you catch up to him, con-

sider giving him a hearty shove to the ground. If
this sounds harsh, keep in mind that you don't
know anything about this person or why he's running. Maybe he ran because he's wanted for homicide or he didn't want you to find the .40 loaded
handgun he has concealed in his waistband. Maybe
he'd like nothing better than to use that handgun
to shoot you through the neck. Don't take any
chances. Don't give him the benefit of the doubt.
He hasn't really earned it.

A

FEW CLOSING REMARKS ON FOOT PURSUITS:

During winter, footprints in the snow are helpful.
Also, watch the suspect to see if he tosses anything
(weapons, drugs, overdue video tapes) while he
runs. Bear in mind that if you took off running
from your squad car, it's good to have another
squad car check on it because in your haste you
probably left it unlocked.
Finally, two words: glow shoes. You know
what I'm talking about-those athletic shoes that
flash and shimmer when you run and make suspects fleeing in the dark about as easy to find as if
they were wearing a homing beacon. There's
nothing finer than to catch some knucklehead
chiefly because he really wanted footwear that,
according to the shoe company, "lights up the
night." Vanity always comes with a price.
Having said all of this, in a perfect world, you
don't get into a foot pursuit. Perhaps you can convince the person to stay put. In the words of the
veteran cop who approaches the antsy-looking suspect: "Don't run, pal. You'll just go to jail tired."
But if you are regularly assigned to patrol an area
in which foot pursuits are common, it pays to
remember what you learned about the saturated fat
content of donuts in that one credit fitness course
you had to take back in college. A university education can be a valuable thing.

f

At this writing, A.P. 's alma mater is carving its
way through the NCAA basketball tournament
like a hot knife through butter.

Narci o 1m
keep friendship unregulated
Richard Stith

0

NE MIGHT THINK THAT LIBERALS AS WELL AS

conservatives would agree that state registries of
friendships are a bad idea. When it comes to personal
relationships, especially if they involve sex, even supporters of a regulated economy usually oppose state
intervention. Yet many otherwise privacy-minded citizens favor opening an official registry of gay and lesbian friendships, called either "marriages" or "civil
unions," backed by government incentives to sign up.
Are they making a mistake?
Perhaps some supporters of legal recognition
of same-sex unions adhere to what has been called
in jest the German attitude to freedom: "Whatever
is not officially permitted by the State is forbidden." They may think that homosexuals are not
free to form marriage-like relationships until the
government gives them a certificate of approval.
But this is surely false. Most states have decriminalized non-marital sexual relations between
adults, or never enforce their prohibitions, so gays
there are as free as anyone else to form long-lasting
sexual friendships-and seal them with promises
or vows-without government approval. Like
other forms of friendship and like heterosexual
marriage, permanent same-sex relationships can
exist without state recognition of them. The argument for legal recognition of same-sex unions is
not libertarian. It is an argument for state involvement in personal relationships.
It is true that every modern state maintains a
registry of certain heterosexual unions, i.e. of marriages. Does this mean that heterosexuals have
some liberty that homosexuals lack? Perhaps, but
only in the curious sense that heterosexuals are free
to become less free-and are encouraged by the
state to do so. For the most part, marriage-related
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legislation limits, rather than increases, individual
freedom: If heterosexuals try to marry two others
at once, they (unlike similarly situated homosexuals) may be sanctioned-to take just one obvious
duty imposed by the state. Frankly, marriage law
seems at first more like some hangover from an
earlier moral paternalism than like an instrument
of individual freedom-and is so regarded by
many contemporary homosexual as well as heterosexual thinkers.
It makes no sense, however, to think that liberal, secular states would aim to restrict freedom
for the sake of an antiquated morality. And even
if governments were somehow interested in preserving ancient, quasi-religious customs, why
would they always stop at marriage? Why not
officially encourage, certify, and reinforce other
spiritually significant relationship events, such as
the ordination of priests and ministers or the
monastic vow of stability? But no modern state
does these things.

WHY,

THEN, DO GOVERNMENTS CONTINUE TO

register heterosexual marriages, if not for the sake
of morals or religion? Everyone knows the
answer: Sexual relationships between women and
men may generate children, beings at once highly
vulnerable and essential for the future of every
human community. The good of those children as
well as the common good thus require that that
community do all it can to stabilize and secure
such relationships. Lasting marriage receives
public approbation and support primarily because
it helps to produce human beings able to practice
ordered liberty.

Does this singling out of potentially fertile
Unless: aren't gay and lesbian unions also
relationships entail disapprobation of infertile sorts
potentially fertile, in that same-sex couples may
jointly adopt children in some communities? Such
of friendships? Not at all-no more than the sinan argument is at least on the right track in
gling out of binding contracts for legal enforceattempting to articulate a public interest in such
ment entails disapproval of informal promiseunions. But it does not really work. Opposite-sex
making. The government is not trying to suppress
the kinds of friendships and promises it does not
unions might jointly bear children at any moment,
aid. It just prefers, rightly, to
so there is a public interest in
leave us alone except where
stabilizing them from their very
Being faithful and raising beginning. Same-sex unions as
protection of the weak or the
common good requires inter- children necessarily involve unions are absolutely infertile,
vention.
many sacrifices. Since these so there is no possible childThe public weal clearly
sacrifices benefit the whole related reason why a commudoes require special benefits for
nity should care when they are
community in the end, it
heterosexual marriage. Why
formed. It is true that a commakes sense for the comwould a couple be willing to
munity might later decide to
munity
to
provide
concrete
accept public involvement
entrust same-sex partners with
(and, to a degree, control) in its
rewards in the form of spe- joint care and custody of a
most intimate concerns if it had
child, but then this event is the
cial tax, social security,
no strong incentives to do so?
moment when their union
and other legal benefits.
needs to be stabilized. In other
Furthermore, being faithful and
raising children necessarily
words, adoption by same-sex
involve many sacrifices. Since these sacrifices bencouples could be a good reason to grant legal
efit the whole community in the end, it makes sense
recognition to their unions, but only at the time of
each adoption-not before.
for the community to provide concrete rewards in
the form of special tax, social security, and other
legal benefits. This is especially true where one
spouse-usually the woman, but sometimes the
HOWEVER, IF THE ARGUMENT OF THIS ESSAY IS
man-gives up much or all of a career for the sake
right-that a liberal regime should not get into the
of raising children. Such a parent voluntarily shares
relationship-certification business except to protect children-why would we permit marriage to
the vulnerability of his or her children by becoming
a dependent. Justice, the good of the children, and
last far beyond child-bearing age and even permit
the common good all demand that the community
elderly persons and other infertile heterosexuals
provide at least some financial protection for such
to marry? Letting marriage last a lifetime is easy to
justify. Even adult children often need grandparself-sacrifice.
ents' guidance and security in raising their own
It is these benefits, not freedom to form permanent relationships, which gays and lesbians obtain
kids. It would be disruptive of ongoing family life,
through official recognition of their unions. They get
as well as unfair to a dependent, non-career
a cut of what really amount to state subsidies, as well
spouse, to terminate marriage automatically as
as of the public approval that goes along with sacrisoon as the wife becomes infertile, while allowing
ficing for the good of others, in exchange for
the still-fertile husband to get married again. Perincreased legal regulation of their property and libhaps we could screen young people for infertility
erty. They may be making a mistake as to their own
before letting them marry. But such screening
best interests here, in terms of flexibility and
would surely be a politically unacceptable invafreedom. (Gun owners see something ominous even
sion of our privacy.
in simple registration schemes. How can gays and
All that has been said so far amounts to an
lesbians be sure registry lists won't be harmful in the
argument that there is no strong reason in favor of
end?) In any event, they certainly cannot claim a like
official certification of same-sex unions. Those
community interest in their unions, for gays and lesproposing legal recognition have not met their
bians are not, nor do they generate, vulnerable citiburden of proof by showing that fairness or prozens in need of special protection.
tection of the vulnerable or nurture of future citi-

zens requires state intervention. But there are also
great harms generated by such recognition.
First of all, it is unjust to the community as a
whole that the public purse be used to subsidize
couples that do not, as couples, serve the common
good. Those subsidies were set up to encourage
and support unions that are in their nature able to
generate children. It is not right to siphon these
benefits off and pass them on to people to use
merely for their private enjoyment.
Furthermore, to reward some purely private
relationships would be unjust to all remaining
unsubsidized relationships. Why should couples be
able to get married and not groups of three, four, or
fourteen? And why limit official unions to those
based on sex? A monk's ties to his monastery might
be strengthened by legally imposed duties. In fact,
how could any sorts of friendship rightly remain
unregistrable? (Recall how difficult it has sometimes
been for landlords to exclude any sort of tenant
group without being charged with discrimination.)

D

AVID CHAMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF

Michigan Law School, in an article favoring samesex marriage, has written:
[W]e should respect the ... claims made against
the hegemony of the two-person unit... .If the
law of marriage can be seen as facilitating the
opportunities of two people to live an emotional life that they find satisfying-rather than
as imposing a view of proper relationshipsthe law ought to be able to achieve the same for
units of more than two .... By ceasing to conceive of marriage as a partnership composed of
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one person of each sex, the state may become
more receptive to units of three or more ... and
to units composed of two people of the same
sex but who are bound by friendship alone.

What would happen if we took Professor
Chambers' advice and offered the same public benefits to every emotionally satisfying, long-term
relationship? Would the direct and indirect costs
rise so high that they could no longer be paid? Consider, if you will, not only economic costs, but also
the quality of civil society. Do we really want a
State Friendship Registry? Even if the government
used mainly positive incentives, rather than penalties, to support its scheme, would there not be too
great an intrusion into private life? Would we not
have lost too much freedom and flexibility in our
personal relationships? Would we not have created
an excessive bureaucracy?
Surely the answer is "yes." Yet every omission
from the official list would be rightly attacked as
discriminatory as long as the purpose of registration were to subsidize private emotional satisfaction. If the way back to public support solely for
heterosexual marriage were politically closed, I
predict the government would decide just to get
out of the registration business entirely. No relationships at all would be certified or subsidized.
Children would not be abandoned-professional
childcare would no doubt flourish-but the legal
institution of marriage would disappear.

f

Richard Stith lives and works in Valparaiso,
Indiana, where he teaches at the Valparaiso University School of Law..
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REMEMBRANCES OF
CRESSETS PAST
Recollections of Twenty Years in
the Editorial Chair
By John Strietelmeier

One of the curses of old age is that
people are forever nagging you to
reminisce about the years when you
were learning wisdom (or at least
caution) at the cost of folly. And
the greatest folly of old age is that
one gives in to such nagging, even
though he knows that he will have
to make up in invention for much
that has escaped his failing
memory. So what follows is the
story of my twenty years in the editorial chair of this magazine-a
true account in all its essentials,
although here and there spliced
together by plausible bits of
improvisation. And while my
assignment did not call for any
observations on the fate of the magazine in the eighteen years since my
retirement, I seized the privilege of
the elderly to waffle on a bit beyond
my scheduled time to speak a few
words of blessing on my successors:
Richard Lee, Ken Korby, and Jim
Nuechterlein.
One day in late October or early
November of 1948, 16 months
after my young wife and I had settled into our two-room, log-cabin
home on the edge of Valparaiso, I
was summoned into the presence
of the Reverend Dr. O.P. Kretzmann, then and for twenty years
thereafter President of Valparaiso
University and editor of The
Cresset. I was, at the time,

instructor m geography and
geology, possessor of a shiny new
Northwestern M.A., father of a 15month-old son, and occasional
book reviewer for The Cresset.
"John," the President-Editor said,
"I want you to take over the dayto-day running of The Cresset,
starting with the January issue. Jary
Pelikan has been doing it, but he
wants out. He'll show you what
you have to do. And we have the
Christmas meeting of the editorial
board coming up at the Palmer
House in December. I'll introduce
you to the people you will be
working with."
Somewhere in the brief conversation that followed it came out that,
while the enrollment situation did
not allow any reduction in my 15hour teaching load, there would be
an additional thirty dollars a
month for me, plus my name in
large and small capitals on the
masthead, plus a title, Assistant to
the Editor, in italics.
It also came out that the qualifications which had recommended
me to Dr. Kretzmann for the job
were 1) my journalistic background
as editor of my high school and college newspapers; 2) the theological
background which I had presumably built up from my avid reading
of C. S. Lewis; 3) first-hand knowledge of the real world acquired in
three years of service with the US
Army Corps of Engineers in the
Southwest Pacific; and 4) whatever
degree of sophistication I might
have gained from regular reading
of the New Yorker magazine. I have
always suspected that my being a

layman was also perceived as an
advantage, laymen being considerably easier to sack if they don't
work out than colleagues in the
clergy.
None of these qualifications were
mentioned, however, in his brief
introduction of me to the Cresset
Associates at their annual dinner
meeting in early December, 1948,

I have always suspected
that my being a layman
was also perceived as an
advantage, laymen being
considerably easier to
sack if they don't work
out than colleagues in
the clergy.
in a private dining room at the
Palmer House in Chicago. And as
far as I was concerned it was just as
well. For I was scared witless of the
company into which I was introduced and what I wanted most of
all was to remain as inconspicuous
as possible-a fairly easy thing to
do in that company, as I soon discovered.
Imagine, if you can, a group of
distinguished, mostly elderly
men-household names in the parsonages of The Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod among whom the
great O.P. himself was merely one of
the boys.
There was that dark, taciturn
Machiavellian with the hooded
eyes, Dr. Theodore Graebner,
lately retired as editor of The
Lutheran Witness, which he had

made into an ecclesiastical version of "The Thunderer." He was
still, in retirement, a power in
the Church.
There was the legendary Dr. O.A.
Geisemann, pastor (actually presiding bishop) of Grace Lutheran
Church in River Forest and mentor
of the Wunderkinder whom the St.
Louis seminary was turning out
with almost embarrassing frequency in those days.
There was the Reverend Dr.
Adalbert Raphael Kretzmann, O.P.'s
younger brother, pastor of St.
Luke's in Chicago, expert in liturgics and liturgical art, and a
churchman who, if he had been a
Roman Catholic, would almost
certainly have been the cardinal
archbishop of Chicago.
There was Professor W. Gustave Polack, Graebner's successor as editor of the Witness,
editor of the thennew The
Lutheran Hymnal, himself a
hymnist and man of letters.
There was the wise, learned, and
gentle Dr. Paul M. Bretscher of the
St. Louis faculty. And Dr. Adolf
Theodore Esaias Haentzschel,
Synod's first campus pastor and
later head of the Department of
Religion and Philosophy at Valparaiso University. And Dr.
Theodore Kuehnert, the grand old
man of Concordia Teachers College, River Forest.
Less magisterial, but obviously
destined for theological and perhaps also institutional leadership in
their own generation, were four
young men: Tommy Coates, Al
Klausler, Jary Pelikan, and O.H.
Theiss. And sitting usually by himself, his face "majestic in its sadness
at the doubtful doom of lost
mankind," was Professor Walter A.
Hansen, a grammarian in an age of
sloppy speech and writing, a
schoolteacher in the years when
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teaching was just beginning to
become a branch of the entertainment industry, a chain smoker of
cigarettes in a roomful of cigar
smokers, music critic of a Fort
Wayne newspaper, and the music
critic of The Cresset.
His wife, the charming Anne
Hansen, was The Cresset's movie
critic. She was rewarded each
year with a small gift for not
finding it convenient to be
present at the meeting.
And there was poor Stan Boie,
the business manager, turning paler
by the minute as the evening progressed and the tab grew longer
and longer.
There was a kind of gentlemen's
agreement that the Associates were
not there to talk business, although
from time to time Dr. Geisemann
would propose a sure-fire way to
double the subscription list, then as
now in need of a sizable infusion of
new readers. Dr. Graebner would
thereupon comment dourly that it
wouldn't work, and the discussion
would turn to other matters.
These other matters, at least at
every one of the meetings I was
privileged to attend, had to do with
the state of the Church, starting
with the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, but ramifying into
every corner of the Una Sancta
Ecclesia. There was much good
humor, occasionally even a touch
of hilarity. But even in their most
light-hearted moments the Cresset
Associates were a fellowship of
churchmen, profoundly aware of
their standing before God as pastors, teachers, and leaders of the
Church. They could engage in
roundhouse debate among themselves, and they could be merciless
toward those whom they identified, sometimes too readily, as enemies of the Gospel. But toward this
inexperienced and vulnerable

young assistant to the editor they
showed nothing but kindness and
patience. Ultimately they honored
me with their friendship.
The magazine was in its 13th year
of publication when I came into its
management. It had already made
a modest but honorable reputation
for literacy, for responsible churchmanship, for balance and honesty,
and for informed concern about
public and international affairs. It
had shown considerable courage in
denouncing the Nazi tyranny in
Germany, which some German
Lutherans in the United States were
inclined to judge less harshly than
it deserved. It had been consistently supportive of efforts to bring
the Christian community together
without compromise of confessional integrity. It had displayed a
pious kind of worldliness, rejoicing
in the good things of this world and

The Cresset had displayed a pious kind of
worldliness~ rejoicing in
the good things of this
world and tut-tutting
over its faults.
tut-tutting over its faults. It had
encouraged those within conservative Lutheranism who saw the mission of the Church primarily as one
of "Bringing Christ to the
Nations." And it had a sense of
humor, sometimes a bit heavyhanded but shining like a strobe
light in the dark Teutonic or Scandinavian night of Lutheran publications.
I have always felt, although I may
be mistaken, that one could detect
a mild, non-virulent anti-Catholic
bias in some of the columns and
feature articles, although O.P. himself was often criticized for being

"too Catholic." I do not remember
even a trace of antiSemitism, but
I am sorry to say that The
Cresset was slow to JOin
prophets such as Andrew
Schulze and Clem Sabourin and
Walter Heyne in pleading the
cause of Black Americans.
Drs. Graebner and Haentzschel,
in a column called "The Astro-

O.P. Kretzmann greatly
elevated the level of
discourse in the Church
by demonstrating
month after month
how words can convey
the Word winsomely
and with power.
!abe," did much, I think, to foster
among Lutherans an attitude of
greater respect for the sciences and
for secular learning generally,
although at times one sensed that
their own respect, especially for
the sciences, was that of a man for
his powerful enemy. This was particularly true in the area of the biological sciences. And Dr. Kretzmann, in his column, "The Pilgrim," greatly elevated the level of
discourse in the Church by demonstrating, month after month, how
words can convey the Word winsomely and with power. His
column was, over the years, by all
odds the best-loved, most quoted,
and most often plagiarized feature
of the magazine.
The Cresset was, in its early days,
a remarkably handsome, pocketsize journal of 72 pages, eight of
them special stock for the reproduction of art works selected and
annotated by A.R. Kretzmann. The
covers were of heavier stock and
were printed in color. It was a per-

feet example of what a magazine
could look like if it had a generous
publisher (the Walther League), a
quality-conscious printer (Augsburg Publishing House), an editor
with little understanding of, or
interest in, cost accounting (O.P.
Kretzmann), and a managing
editor with impeccable tastes in
both contents and appearance
(O.A. Dorn, later the general manager of Concordia Publishing
House in the years of its greatest
growth and influence).
But the greatest single strength of
the magazine when I joined it in
1949 was its clear understanding of
what it was about. In its very first
issue, Dr. Kretzmann had set down
in writing what the magazine was
intended to be and do. His article,
"The Cresset .. .lts Purpose and
Function," has come to be called
The Cresset's charter.
I took over the day-to-day operation of the magazine with no
desire to change either its charter
or its appearance. What greater use
could anyone make of one lifetime
than to spend it trying to "remove
obstacles, direct thought, and
fashion custom and habit" for a
readership which he considered
"adult and Christian"?
But the appearance of the magazine was at the mercy of economic
factors beyond our control.
Chief among these were the
declining fortunes of the Walther
League. World War II and the
increasingly rapid assimilation of
the young people of the Missouri
Synod into the activities and culture of the high school brought
about a precipitous decline in the
membership of the League, despite
the best efforts of such able leaders
as O.H. Theiss and Elmer Witt.
Retrenchment
became
the
unavoidable order of the day, and
The Cresset was one of the activi-

ties of the League which were considered less than essential to its
mission. So it was offered to Valparaiso University three years after
I had taken on its management.
The University accepted it,
although there was considerable
feeling within the faculty that
whatever it might cost to operate a
magazine might better be spent on
improving salaries. So it became
necessary not only that costs of
production be reduced to the
barest minimum, but that it be
apparent that such reductions had
been made. We may have overdone
it. The Cresset of the middle Fifties
was, as I see it now in retrospect, a
singularly unlovely thing. We had
had to go to a local printer who
was just in the process of setting up
his shop, and we had adopted a
cover design which left everything
to be desired, and our circulation
had dropped so alarmingly that it
seemed to have passed the point of
no return.
Finally, in 1956, I concluded that
it might be best to give the magazine a painless death. I put together
a set of recommendations, each
more outrageously impossible than
the other, and sent them to President Kretzmann, expecting that he
would either shut down the magazine or get himself another-and
sane-managing editor. What I got
instead was an enthusiastic note
directing me to put them into
immediate effect.
The key recommendations were
two: 1) that we drop the pocketsize format and go for one that
would make us look more like
other serious journals such as The
Christian Century and Commonweal; and 2) that we abandon
costly subscription drives that had
never proved successful in the past
and instead send The Cresset with
the University's compliments to

-- -

individuals and groups with which
we wanted to maintain regular and
close contact.
It was the President's approval of
this second recommendation
which made the whole thing
worthwhile, as far as I was concerned. I could ask our columnists
to stay with us, and I could, with a
good conscience, solicit contributions from first-rate writers if I
could promise them a truly select
audience-the kind of people they
wanted to address in their writing.
So we put together a list of leading
churchmen, university libraries,
Lutheran colleges and universities
and seminaries, and individuals
whom we knew to be interested in
the sort of things we published, and
that became our "subscription list."
And they were honest subscriptions; the University subsidy took
the form of the actual purchase of
each of these subscriptions. The
cost was entered on University
financial records as a public relations expense. I shall always maintain that the University never
invested its public relations money
more wisely.
What pleased me most under the
new dispensation was that the loyal
band of writers who had gathered
around The Cresset now had an
audience worthy of their talents.
First and foremost, of course, there
was President Kretzmann himself
and his column, which appeared
regularly on the back page. Then
there were the two regular feature
columnists, AI Looman and Vic
Hoffmann, both of whom had
developed a following of discriminating fans. And there were the
departmental writers: Walter
Hansen in music, Anne Hansen in
the movies, Walter Sorell in theater,
and A.R. Kretzmann in the fine arts.
The Cresset of roughly 1956 to
1969 was an attempt to capture the
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form, the spirit, and the activity of
Valparaiso University on paper.
The teaching function was, of
course, pre-eminent. But AI
Looman and Vic Hoffmann, in
their columns, also conveyed some
of the air of the Faculty Club with
its good fellowship and vigorous
debate. And the "From the
Chapel" page caught much of the
flavor of the daily chapel service.
We thought, in those days, that
much of what President Kretzmann

We felt ourselves a part
of the movement within
the Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod to break
out of the secure German
Lutheran cocoon to carry
the Gospel into a strange
and possibly dangerous
world where racial hatred
and other forms of social
injustice demanded a
Christian testimony, even
though they lay within
the province of what we
had historically considered to be exclusively
Caesar's business.
and his associates had coveted for
the Church and for the world had
been realized, in a very modest and
even ambiguous way, at Valparaiso
University, and that the best we
could offer our readers was some
involvement in the best that we
experienced in our own -daily
round of work and worship and
play. For most of us, the very best
of this had to do with the university community's daily worship,
and we tied this to The Cresset
partly through the creation of a
fund for "Cresset Preachers" who

were invited to preach in the
chapel. Their homilies were then
published in the magazine. One
country preacher who was
invited to serve as a "Cresset
Preacher" was so overwhelmed
by it all that he was unable to eat
lunch afterwards.
We felt oursdves a part of the
movement within the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod to break
out of the secure German Lutheran
cocoon to carry the Gospel into a
strange and possibly dangerous
world where racial hatred and
other forms of social injustice
demanded a Christian testimony,
even though they lay within the
province of what we had historically considered to be exclusively
Caesar's business.
We celebrated and encouraged
the work of theological scholars
who were willing to come to the
Scriptures anew, with humility and
without preconceptions, to hear
and speak whatever they had to say.
We were grateful for colleagues
within Lutheranism-great editors
such as Ed Schramm of the
Lutheran Standard, Elson Ruff of
The Lutheran, and, above all,
Elmer Kraemer of The Lutheran
Layman, who shared our vision of
a Church unafraid to take the risks
inherent in being a light and a yeast
in the world. Elmer and I talked
sometimes about merging our publications to create a Lutheran version of the Christian Science Monitor. We had no way of knowing
then that God had much more
important things for us to do: the
care of wives incapacitated by disabling diseases.
We took great pride in the young
writers whom we had the privilege
of publishing before they became
well-known. I remember accepting
some poetry by the editor of the St.
Louis Seminary Seminarian, and

asking him to tell me his real name,
which I could not believe was
Marty Marty. And we published
some of Bob Epp's first translations
from the Japanese. And we ran
some of the first works of Robley
Wilson. Poets, especially, seemed to
home in on us-partly, I think,
because Della Krentz Bauer, our
poetry editor, sent out the world's
kindest rejection slips.
And we received great reinforcement in our efforts from friends in
the Christian community beyond
Lutheranism. I felt particularly
close to the editors of Calvin College's Reformed Journal, who frequently got clobbered by their
Calvinist brethren for the same
things that got us in trouble with
our Lutheran brethren, e.g., the
desirability of establishing diplomatic relations with the Vatican.
And we had a great deal of fun.
For a while I wrote a "Letter from
Xanadu, Nebr." which poked what
I hope was gentle fun at the more
obvious oddities of Missouri
Lutherans. In those days it was still
possible to do that sort of thing
without being taken for a traitor to
the church. On the principle of De
mortuis nil nisi bonum I will not
reveal the reason why I found it
prudent to discontinue the letter.
But I am sure that the time has not
yet come to resurrect it-or anything like it.
We were categorized as liberal by
brethren who like to put things
into neat categories. But I wrote all
but two of the editorials that
appeared during nineteen of the
twenty years of my editorship. (Vic
Hoffmann was acting managing
editor in 1965-1966.) And I would
describe myself as a Tory, family oriented, high churchman whose
thought, if it can be called that, has
been shaped chiefly by the Scriptures, the Book of Common Prayer,

Luther's treatise On the Freedom of
the Christian Man, The Lutheran
Hymnal, the Constitu-tion of the
United States, and the writings of
G.K. Chesterton and C.S. Lewis.

At a time when, as the
hymn puts it, the
Spirit's fission was
shaking the Church of
God, those who experienced the shaking as a
great and mighty work
of the Creator Spiritus
were called liberals.
Those who experienced
the shaking as the
wrathful work of an
angry God were called
conservatives.
Hardly the stuff of which liberals,
in the usual meaning of the word,
are made.
Unfortunately, the term "liberal"
has had a meaning within the
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
which is, I think, peculiar to that
Synod. At a time when, as the
hymn puts it, the Spirit's fission
was shaking the Church of God,
those who experienced the shaking
as a great and mighty work of the
Creator Spiritus were called liberals. Those who experienced the
shaking as the wrathful work of an
angry God were called conservatives. (This is obviously a partisan
view of the situation. On the principle that ideas are not responsible
for those who hold them, I would
insist that even a partisan view may
be right.)
It must be said that there were liberals who, when the Spirit was not
shaking the Church, took it upon
themselves to do so. But The

Cresset attempted to advocate a liberalism which avoided any more
shaking than the Spirit demanded.
Some in the Church who shared
our thinking attempted to escape
the liberal label by calling themselves moderates. But eventually
"moderate" came to mean a liberal
who didn't have the guts to admit
it. After a while, one can get
deathly weary of that sort of word
play. The Cresset, by the late sixties, was showing more than a few
signs of that weariness.
And the weariness was aggravated by what was going on, at the
same time, in Vietnam.
The men and women who edited
and wrote for the magazine in the
sixties were mostly people who
could remember the isolationism
of the Thirties and early Forties
and who had accepted, almost as
an article of faith, the doctrine of
collective security which had
developed out of the Allied effort
during and after World War II. It
was a policy which had worked
well in the years just after that war
to stabilize a world still groggy
from the war.
We therefore supported our government's application of that doctrine to the situation in Vietnam,
which, as we saw it, was an attempt
on the part of the Soviet Union,
China, and the Communist bloc to
destabilize the world situation by
moving in on a people who did not
want to be taken over. We had
come to the aid of Germans,
Greeks, Koreans, and others under
similar circumstances-not always,
admittedly, with totally successful
consequences-and it seemed
appropriate, perhaps even morally
necessary, that we do the same for
the threatened people of Vietnam.
There is no need to prolong the
story. One by one the reports
leaked out, reports of a crusade

gone wrong and then covered up
by our national leaders. Like many
other editors and columnists, I felt
that I had been betrayed, duped by
the very people whom I had supported in an increasingly unpopular war. Worse still, I felt that I
had been used to betray our
readers. I had, I felt, lost credibility-and with it my claim on the
trust of our readers. And an editor
who has lost credibility has also
lost, I thought then and still think
now, the moral right to continue in
his editorship.
It was just at this time, in 1968,
that Dr. Kretzmann chose to retire
as President and Editor. His successor, Dr. A.G. Huegli, was a man
whom I greatly admired and with
whom I had worked very congenially on some writing projects. But
the change in the presidency and
editorship seemed a good time to
give the magazine a fresh start
under management which had not
been involved in either the Synodical brawling or the Vietnam fiasco.
So I resigned the managing editorship, effective at the end of the
1968-1969 publishing year. Dr.
Huegli then assumed the title of
publisher and, to my great joy and
satisfaction, appointed Richard
Lee, my editorial alter ego of the
previous two years, editor. Wilbur
Hutchins, already a veteran at the
job of business manager, consented
to carry on. So the transition was
amicable, smooth, and altogether
unremarkable.
A stranger going through the
bound volumes of the magazine
would probably be struck really by
only one thing: how the magazine's
appearance had undergone such a
transformation from the respectable dowdiness of my years to
the simple elegance of Dick Lee's.
Like Dorn in the Thirties, Lee had
(and has) a sense of fitness, derived
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in his case from a long-time immersion in the arts. Over time, his
interests in the arts and literature
came to influence his choice of
contents as my interest in theology
and public affairs had formerly
done.
Which was fortunate for all concerned. For it is hard to be a
churchman without a church, and
Lee, despite professional training
in theology and a Doctor of Ministry degree, did not consider it any
part of the main business of a university to arbitrate denominational
squabbles or to use its magazine as
its surrogate in any such endeavor.
The Cresset's churchmanship, historically, had not been that of the
dogmatician, but that of the ethicist, that of the pastor addressing
those who sought Christian
counsel on the business of living as
Christian men and women in the
"lay" world. And when a Church is
at its periodic business of investing
all of its time and energies in a
knock-down, drag-out doctrinal
struggle, it has no time to listen to
churchmen whose calling is to the
more practical and mundane
aspects of its work.
So Lee, wisely, used The Cresset to
provide a form of "alternative
service"
to
those
within
Lutheranism who had no appetite
for-and perceived no call to theological warfare. He directed them
toward the contemplation of, and
involvement in, those things which
are "true, honest, just, pure, lovely,
and of good report." And among
his younger colleagues on the
campus and his wide circle of
friends elsewhere he was able to
gather a stable of writers who could
think on these things, and write
about them, knowledgeably and
gracefully. His two tours of duty as
editor were among The Cresset's
best years, in my judgment.

Sandwiched in between Lee's two
tours of duty was the six-year editorship of Ken Korby. Unfortunately' during that time I was
deeply involved in other matters
and I lost touch with the magazine.
So I have to report impressions
rather than documentable facts.
I had known Ken for years when
he became editor. And what I knew
best about him was that, like our
Lord, he must have received a call
to ministry at his baptism. I doubt
that he ever seriously wanted to do
anything that did not chiefly
involve the care of souls.
In another time, when the
Church's attention was focused
primarily on the feeding of its

The Cresset's churchmanship, historically,
had not been that of the
dogmatician, but that of
the ethicist, that of the
pastor addressing those
who sought Christian
counsel on the business
of living as Christian
men and women in the
cclay" world.
sheep, Ken might have found The
Cresset a useful instrument of a
genuine pastoral ministry. He tried,
despite complaints that he was
turning the magazine into a theological journal. But it was the
wrong time, and he was in the
wrong place, to match the contribution journalistically which he
had made in such large measure as
a parish pastor and professor of
theology. They say that sometimes,
late at night, one can hear in the
Cresset office Ken's sigh of relief as
he laid down the editor's blue
pencil and reached for his cassock.

And now we have Jim Nuechterlein-political philosopher, nationally-recognized
writer
for
respectable conservative publications, wine connoisseur, husband
of Dot, father of three, sometime
member of the faculty of Canada's
prestigious Queen's University,
thoughtful lay theologian. In the
jargon of our day he is, I understand, a neo-conservative. Whatever he is, he writes with
uncommon good sense about those
issues which engaged my editorial
attention years ago.
He and I have sometimes differed
on his editorial stands, but I have
always respected the thoughtfulness and the integrity which they
reflect. And I am particularly
pleased to see them presented
again "In Luce Tua." (Lee, who is
an award-winning writer, wouldn't
do editorials because he thought
they had to be written in blood
fresh out of the editor's veins, and
he was afraid that he didn't have
that much blood.) To write "In
Luce Tua" is not, as Jim well
knows, to claim any kind of intellectual inerrancy, but to offer to the

reader ideas and conclusions which
were first offered up to God, Who
will forgive us any mistake except
that of not caring about those
whom it is our duty and our privilege to serve.
Twenty years is a large part of a
lifetime to devote to any enterprise. As a Christian, looking back
on the twenty years of my editorship, I am comforted by the assurance that my labor was not in vain
in the Lord. But on the purely
human level, I have often found in
the eighteen years since I left office
a very gratifying validation of the
time I spent in office. The Cresset
in recent years is, in so many ways,
the fulfillment of the hopes that
encouraged us to keep at it in earlier years. It has not yet been as
widely recognized as it deserves to
be, but that is coming. The young
writers and columnists will create
their own audience.
One final word. Since 1950,
when The Cresset became the property of Valparaiso University, its
Chief Executive Officer has been
the President of the University,
whether bearing the title of Editor

as Dr. Kretzmann did or Publisher
as Dr. Huegli and Dr. Schnabel
have done. He has been the final
authority to determine its policies
and its contents. Neither Dr.
Kretzmann nor Dr. Huegli ever
exercised any form of censorship
over me, and both Dick and Jim
testify to the fact that Dr. Schnabel has been equally trusting of
them.
When it is borne in mind that
the buck stops at the President's
desk, it should be obvious that
Presidents Kretzmann, Huegli,
and Schnabel deserve as much of
the credit for bringing The Cresset
to this Golden Anniversary as any
of us who have served as Chief
Operating Officer. They just did
their thing more quietly than we
did ours.

f

John Strietelmeier, Professor
Emeritus of Geography and former
Vice President of Academic Affairs
at Valparaiso University, served
from 1949-1969 as Editor of The
Cresset. He wrote this for the 50th
anniversary of The Cresset.

BETWEEN MOCKING BIRD AND OWL CRY
Birds flew against the bleak
the time there were no gods
until the sun rose, please
and the wolf licked her newborn pups
the drier air hummed into subservience
and Abraham fell on his knees
as the birds, lighter now
splintered the forest with song
and there was someone to beg from, please
in the long dark between dawns
after a wet thing crawled from the sea
and the tongue shrank back in its gums
there was dew in the crook of a rock
and for the softer breathing skin
there were silken garments, and the air
dappled with sun and shade, pleased
And the woman loved her children
they were beautiful
all seven of them
the oldest a boy of eight
she put them in one room
three mattresses on the floor
stuffed dolls, so cuddly
forgot to feed them
while she sniffed something from a can
the cops saw cans everywhere
empty beer cans, cartons
but nothing for the children to eat
She cried and tried to hold them, please
promised never to do it again
she had given the same promise
the day before, please, and before
the befuddled children
in the back of the police van
again like dolls
they were beautiful
they will be given back to her
please, they are so beautiful
and the fierce sun blinks on the ice
on the half-frozen creek
even the rocks shine
in a moment

Jean Hollander
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GOSPEL TRUTH!
When the plane landed on the frozen tundra
two women walking dogs watched as the pilot
tumbled out into the gorse and snatched at
the gnats hovering over the one pool of water
he stepped into. No one said anything, but you
could tell he must have been looking for Alaska
and missed it and hit Scotland instead. But his
manners were good, and tea waited at their cottage
so all was not lost. As the story goes his plane
slowly sank into the bog when spring came
until even the children couldn't find it but
by then he had his own and told them where he
came from and of course they didn't believe it
but his neighbors finally accepted him and his
scottish wife and their wee bairns and gave him
a kilt on his 40th birthday and sang songs he
couldn't understand but had no trouble with the
ale and they lived beside the bog/tundra (depending
on the season) and loved each other a bunch
and his children were a credit to their parents
and still talk about it to strangers years after
he died and few in the village believe it even
now but it's good for tourism and so the pilot
looking for Alaska that found Scotland lives
says 60 Minutes when they stood ankle-deep in
stagnant water mistaking it for gorse or heather
with their microphones and grins that a person
could actually mistake one country for another
and they all drank the ale in the tavern and
sang songs they couldn't understand and it's
said two of the staff never returned to New York
but added to the gene pool of the village and
the country. All of this is gospel truth saith
the postman!

J. T. Ledbetter
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